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PLAN I 

The financial reeommendations of the Com- mission has conaidered the pomibility of expansion 
nli~ion, which we term Plan I, may now be in public health services to providemedical services 
summarized. They are developed in greater detail and hospitalization for those who cannot afford to 
in following chapters. pay their cost. But under Plan I, no special allow- 

The Commission's recommmdatione with regard ance in either Dominion or provincial estimates 
to the burdens of government are concerned with has been made for any such new expenditurw. 
social services and debt service. The social service Rather, an attempt has been made to frame a plan 
recommendationa contemplate the assumption by which is su5ciently elaetic to meet new eituations 
the Dominion of the full cost of unemployment as they may develop without undue strain on any 
relief for employables;? and, through National section or class of the country. 
Adjustment Grante, provision for a t  least average The Commission recommends that all provinaial 
Canadian standarda for all other social services in debts (including both direct obligations and those 

guaranteed by provincsi)" should be aasumed by 
I t  is not a simple matter to eatimate the hancial the Dominion, and that the provinces should pay 

changes which will result from the assumption by to the authority charged with the administration of 
the Dominion of the cost of unemployment relief. thesexdebts a fixed annual sum equal to the interest 
For the purposes of our calculations, we have received by each province on its investments (or 
assumed that the Dominion will provide for the paid directly by subsidiary bodies) in the most 
maintenance of the unemployed on the scales recent appropriate fiscal year. This reaommenda- 
adopted by the provinces and that the provinces tion is based on a number of considerations. In 
will not undertake relief works of any sort. the first place Dominion and provincial credit have 
Should the Dominion choose to resort to relief become to some extent interlocked. In the second, 
works, either directly or by subsidizing works no important change can be made in the burdens 
which the provinces will then execute as part of of government and the revenue sources available 
their developmental programs, the coat to the to gqvernments without taking into account the 
Dominion would be greater than under our assump- position of bondholders who have purchased securi- 
tion but no additional charge will be imposed on ties on the basis of existing arrangements. In the 
the provinces. In short, the provinces will have third place, it is easier for the Dominion than 
no further costs in connection with unemployment. for individual provinces to obtain the economies 
In calculating the effect on the Dominion budget incidental to the conversion of these debts to 

I we have w m e d  that the Dominion will provide lower interest rates as they mature. A portion of 
for the unemployed by direct relief. This is the provincial debt is deadweight debt which 
assumed simply for purposes of illustration, since represents either developmental expenditure or 
it is necessary to establish some common yardstick, borrowing to meet relief costs. It is not practicable 
and it is not a recommendation of policy. These to break down the debt in such a way as to 
assumptions neglect any expenditurea which the apportion it between investment and extravagance. 
provinces may choose to make in rehabilitating or If the debt were left in provincial hands it would 
training the unemployed classed as unemployableg, be difficult and most unrealistic to make an esti- 
as these expenditures are included under our esti- mate of the fiscal needs of each provinoe which 
mate of an appropriate Per capita expenditure for would allow as a legitimate need the debt charges 
social services in general. which did not represent undue extravagance and 

provide for charges on that portion of the 

a r i a 1  y i t i o n  of the debt of certain Quebec hospitals 
and other c aritab e and educational inatitutiona for whiab interest 
and amortization is provided by aubsidien from the provincial 
government ia discuaned at p. 124. 
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debt which did represent undue extravagance. The 
d icul ty  of breaking down the debt is extreme in 
the case of debt incurred in recent years for relief 
works. Finally, if under our proposals eome prov- 
inces may appear to benefit more than others, it  
should be noted that the recommendations for debt 
assumption must not be considered in isolation but 
as an integral part of a general rearrangement, 
which must be examined as a whole before their 
equity can be determined. 

Municipal debts are, in the main, a separate 
problem, but the municipal situation in Quebec is 
unique. As noted in Book I 4  local governments 
in the Province of Quebec have borne a much 
la~ger share of joint provincial-municipal func- 
tions and expenditures than in other provinces. 
This has, of course, been reflected in the relative 
position between provincial and municipal debts. 
Provincial net debt service in Quebec in 1937. was 
but 23 per cent of the combined provincial- 
municipal net debt service, ss compared with an 
average of 68 per cent in the other eight provinces. 
Consequently, in order to compensate for this special 
factor and give equality of treatment, the Commis- 
sion recommends that the Dominion assume either 
net provincial debt service, or 40 per cent of the 
combined net provincial and municipal debt aervice, 
whichever is the larger. Application of the 40 per 
cent formula would affect any province in which 
municipal debt greatly exceeded provincial .debt. 
In practice Quebec alone is affected. 

It is unnecessary at this stage to enter into 
detail as to the technique of the debt transfer 
recommended. I t  would have to take place as at 
a fked date-we might suggest December 31, 1939. 
(All provincial debt incurred after that date would 
be charged against the province concerned, i.e., the 
Dominion would aasume it but the province would 
pay interest on it to the Dominion.) An agency 
would have to be set up for the technical manage- 
ment of the debt. This would be solely an admin- 
istrative matter and would presumably be combined 
with the technical management of the Dominion's 
present debt. This agency would presumably offer 
new Dominion bonds in exchange for the out- 
standing provincial bonds. There are two possible 
methods by which this could be done. Either 
provincial bonds might be replaced by Dominion 
bonds of like interest rates and like maturities; or 
provincial bonds might all be made callable (at 
par, or a t  the best selling price between say, 
January 1, 1939, and December 31, 1939, whichever 
was the higher), and refunded by the Dominion 
when advantageous to do so. If the first course is 

4 Chap. VIII, 

followed, and if we mume the possibility of 
refunding mturities a t  an average rate of 34 per 
cent, there would be a progressive reduction in 
interest charges which would reach $6 million annu- 

J 
ally by 1944, and $9 million by 1949. If the second 
course ie followed, and if we sssume the pomibility 
of refunding all bonds a t  an average rate of 3% 
per cent, wherever this would result in any 
appreciable saving under the callable provisions 
suggested, an immediate reduction in interest 
charges5 of $7.8 million would result. (The bonds 
affected would be the higher coupon issues of the 
four Western Provinces.) The reductions in interest 

allowance is made for reduced government invest- 
charges noted are, of course, gross figures, and no l 

ment and sinking fund earnings, and lower tax 
yields; in other words, the net saving to govern- ~ ments would be appreciably less. 

The procedure to be adopted is, the Commission 
thinks, solely a matter of government policy. If 
provincial bonds are replaced by Dominion bonds 
of like terms and interest rates, fortuitous profits 
will accrue to some holders. A special capital 
gains tax, or a transfer tax on the first sale, 
although it presents many practical difEculties, , 
would appear appropriate and equitable in such 
~ci rcums~ces .  The monetary cost of strictly 
honouring the letter of the contraot is not large, 
but it will produce unearned profits for a favoured 
few. However, both proposals would result in 
some fortuitous profits, and to make the bonds 
immediately callable, on the terms suggested, would 
involve violating the contract, with possible reper- 
cussions on Canadian credit, for comparatively 
negligible temporary savings. 

.The debt agency would receive from each 
province an annual payment equal to the interest 
which that province received from its investments 1 
(including security portfolios, wholly-owned utili- 
ties, advances to commercially operated depart- 
ments, and all other interest or profit-earning 
alets), and the interest which boards and commis- 
sions, financed by securities guaranteed by the 
province, paid directly in the latest appropriate 
fiscal year period. This payment would be a fixed 
one unless special arrangements were made to 
amortize it. The Dominion would pay annually to 
the agency the balance necessary to meet total 
interest charges. Thus, the Dominion would bear 
the total cost (including exchange premiums) of 
servicing all provincial debt which was not directly 
self-supporting during an agreed on fiscal period, 
and provinces would be bound to pay over a sum 
equal to their interest receipts during the s'ame 

h n m i n g  papment on Alberta bonds at fall interest tates. 1 



l period. If provincial investments gn$ qtilit,iep if its.revenues ace correspondingly inoreased. Con# 
incre&d their returns, t\ik dodouli be.a $ear g&, sequently, the Commissjon, recommends that the 
to then pr6vinc"lal goverdmenta -qt$iiern'ed; 'if, on traqsfers ,oft responsibilities as summarized) a b ~ v e  
the bther hand,' euriihgs fed the '@iov$pe ,prrould' be made conditional oa, ~ r ~ v i n c e s  (and municipali- 
have to  make uIj thb diffdtdfiie (b tween thejtxed ties) w!thdrawing eptiwly from the personal 
payment , to  the aebt agency the, *r6vince1s income tax, corporation tax, and succession d u k  
idtetest rebeipk) from general taxttion. , fields, and agreeing to .the cancellation of all 

S The p&'vincep would no longer hay? to p r o ~ d e  existing subsidies,,kom the Dominion. A single 
sinking fhnds. ~ $ e  Domiqlbn would presunytb!y quafifiaati~p is the rwrqmendation that a portion 
do so as part of its general policy dcrith respect t o  of the corporation tax collected from mining andA 
its total debt. I n  dbr rebiey ,of,. the pominipn o&producing companies be returned by the 
heal po~it io~ 'we~notg,how a sliding scale of $ihk: Dominion to the governments of the provincee'h 
ing fund p*ymentp fn prosperous y'ears pombined which the mine or oil well is located. The V B ; ~  
with deficit finincing in, depreviog yearp, would allocatiop. recommendations of the Commiesion a+e 
contrib$y to 'qopthing out ,pe~lpsigess  cycle. d i ~ s s e d  in Chanter 111. 

TJnden thii Ran, future direct. and guaranteed8 The propo* for future inter- 
borrowings ,by provincial governments and all their goverpmental trapfersj to rep1aoe the and 
subsidimipcl, including , local and, illogical s~bsidy.s~st~uxnow existin& and to provide 
gqverniQg bodies their subsidiari~, would be for balanced budgeb and %VB?age st~ndards of 
required,to be payable, as to princjpd and interest, se*ices in every province, are 
in lawful mpney of Caqada only, unless.spscial (l) a National Adjutment Grant for certain 
exceptions were .nade,,  as presumably ; would' be provinces as recommended; , I 

dqne, for example, in  bhe case .of norfnd rnunieipal (2). an emergency grant -if made 'neceasar3' by , 
some abnormal conditions. refunding, by the Dopinion Governmeit on the 

recoyendation of. the Finance Commission. ' If The C?-$mission reco-&ds that the kadibnL 
a provmce wished to have the debt charges'on new 1 Adjustment Grants, ae initially calculated, be 
borrowings included in cal~ulations for any future irreducible. 
adjustment grant revisions, it would have to Submit I t  is recommended that' the  ~ ~ ~ i b ~ ~ ~  Adjustment 
its loan pro~oml  t9  whatever body was weed on &ant be subject to review by an *depen#eq$,, 
ap~rqpriate for that purpose. In  the event of advisory commission every five yearg . ~ n d  that this 
approval by such> a body ($which would take8 commission would recommend to klie Dominion an ,  
account of all the circumstance$ including the increasd in the hdjubtment grant 8 
credit ,~osition of the D~minion), the debt char@;es government establishe? that it could not 

c - ~ o u l d  be considered part of the average standards of service and 
the province for purposes of oalcula-ting National without' taxation (provinciel. 
~d jus tment  Grants. In  any other circumsta~ces 
the borrowing would be on the sole credit of the 
province, and the debt charges would have to 'be 
met entirely by the ~rov inoe~  and excluded in 
culations of SJational Adjustment Grants. 

The responsibilities recommended, to be trahs- *This advisory body, which we may for cqp- 
ferred to the Dominion may be briefly recapitulated. venience call the Fiflancg Commission, would of 
It is recommended that relief for unemployed course only have power to make recommendatio~s 
employables, and net provincial debt service (or to the Dominion Government, but it would play a 
40 per cent of the combined net provincial and most important role in the recommended new 
municipal debt service if larger) be assumed by structure of ,Dominibll-provincial relations. I n  
the Dominion, and that all provincial goverhments addition to making a periodical review of National 
be put in a financial position, by National Adjust- Adjustment Grants, the Finance Commission w ~ u l d  
ment Grants from the Dominion, to supply also be the appropriate body to examine and report' 
education and welfare services, equivalent in oh claims for emergency grants whenever circum- 
quality (although not necessarily in cost) to the stances'necessitated tliis, and presumably on the 
national average, and to maintain developmental application of a province for any loan the service 
expenditures a t  their individual 1028-31 averages. of which it desired to have ifichded as part of 

Every one would agreet that the Dominion can its budget in calculating i t .  Natiopal Adjustment 
assume these new burdens and responsibilities only Grant. The emergency grant-unlike the irre 
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ducible National Adjustment Grante-would be 
made for a yeartat a time only, and reduced or 
suspended aa won as conditions justified it. Prov- 
inces receiving emergency grants would, during the 
same period,' by simply maintaining existing tax 
rates, and in consequence of the abnormal fall in 
the incomes of their citizen8 be automatically 
imposing heavier taxation on their citizens than 
the hational average in relation to income. 'If atiy 
qmial  conditions were ' thought desirable they 
could be recommended by the Finance Commission, 
and the emergency grant made conditional on their 
implementation. 

The constitution of the Finance Commission 
would be determined by the Dominion Goverfi- 
ment, which it is to hdvib. The necessity for 
obntinuity of polioy, experience and intimate knbwl- 
edge of the problem, and political iridependence is 
obvious. We are also keenly aware 'of the deed for 
further economia and financial researeh along the 
linw which we have attempted to develop, for 
continuation and improvementzof the economic and 
financial statistics which we have gathered, and:for 
refinement and development of technique in measur- 
ing the relative finascid positions of governmeqts 
and haking equitable inter-governmental rdjust- 
ments in the future.' These functions will require 
a small, but highly competent, permanent rmearch 
staff and &cretariat, Syph a body, which would 
becpme a clearing house for, eponomic, financial, 
and ' kdministrative information relevant to 
Domfnibn-provincial relations and public finance 
policy, should be able to perform many valuable 
services for Canadian governm:nts. $t might make 
special investigation6 and reports on the request of 
individual governments. It might, if it  were so 
desired by the Dominion-Provincial conference, 
meet a long-felt need a ~ d  act as secretariat, for that. 
b'dy. No more, of course, can ,)e. done at this 
&.age than suggest the possible scope of usefulness 
of such a body; much will depend on tbe use which 
g~ire'nments will choose to make of it, and on the 
quality' of the personnel, but there can be no 
question of the very great and desirabll? knehts 
whibh might be achieved. 

It should be made c l e ~ ' t h ~ t  while the adjust- 
ment grant proposed is d~slgned to enable a 
province to provide adequate ,services (at the 
&&rage Canadian standaid) withoyt excessive 
taxlition (on the average Canadian basis) the 
freedom of action of , a  prkince is in no. way 
impaired. If a prgvince chooses to provide inferior 
&vices and impose lower Mation it is free to 
do so, or it ma$jprovide, better aervices than the- 
average if ite people are willing to be taxed accord- 
ingly, or it may, for example, starve its roads and 

imprdtre its edgcation, or starve its education and 
iinfirove'its'r6adpexwtly aa it may dq today. 
But no proirinci81 government will be free from 
the pressure of t h i  o*(nion of itq own people and 
if, when it tipplies for an incremd adjustment 
grant 'on the b&is of need, it has to produce 
figures which ipdicate that although it might, 
without specially heavy taxation, have provided 
better education but Hid not do so; it has, of 
course,'to justify this to its own voters. 
.The following ,cliapter shows the effect on 

pro+ificial budgets of the tax, ybenditure and 
debt trhnsfers recdinmended, 'and the adjustment 
grants which would, be ndcesdary., After testing 
varioui yeah 'and averages of variou~ combina- 
tions of year@, th8' Commission ha9 adopted the 
year 1937 (Le': the figcal year of each province 
which is nearest to that calendar year) a8 the most 
%atisfactory baae; but an attempt has been made to 
note, and' to make ddjustments for, any features 
which ,might be consideked abnormal in that year. 
To teat this calculation, sumlliat'ies of the effect 
o r  provincial budgets have been made, bmed on 
the average of the actual result4 in 1936 and 1937 
(and 1938 where available),' and the budget esti- 
mates .of l938 lat~d 1939. It shoultl be clear that 
these years have be'en chosen simply as the most 
satisfaotory for purposes of illustration, and thqre 
is no suggestion that the settlement would in an 
way be retroactivb. These were '"recovery" years, 
and consequently' Bhow the 'opbration of the plan 
89 less favourable to the pi.ovinces and munici- 
palities, and more favourable to the Dominion, 
than would be the c&e in deprekion years. Oh 
the other hand, if recovery continubs and assumes 
the proportions of a booni, the advantages to some 
provinces and municip'alities tvould not be as great 
as potentially, po~sible under the' present system 
(although )the Plan provides against any loss), but 
the burden on the Dorhinion Government (and 
Dominion taxpayers) would be substantially 
reduced. c Ponversely, any serious economic reces- 
siohwould greatly enhance the benefits to pro9incial 
and municipal governments, and impose a heavier 
losd on the Dominion. In' Tables 21-30 in Book 
I11 c,omplete details of the effect of the Plan on 
each government's budget are given for individual 
years, 

Before examining how these main provisions of 
the Plan will apply to individual provinces and. 
computing the adjustment grants which have totbe 
paid, a few general comments may be made which 
apply to all1 provinces. 

Under Plan I the financial position of every 
provincial government, without exaeption, will be 
improved, although in varying degree. More 



important, the financial future and security of every 
provincial government will be guaranteed. Each 
province will be left with, relatively speaking, 
a remarkably stable revenue. A large part of the 
revenue of some will consist of a fixed cash pay- 
ment from the Dominion. The taxes with highly 
variable yields will have been transferred to the 
Dominion. Those with fairly constant yields will 
remain. (The chief exceptions are the public 
domain revenues and the mining tax rebate in some 
provinces, and the profits from the sale of liquor.) 
I t  is implicit in the Plan, but should be clearly 
stated, that the Dominion will respect the tax 
fields left to the provinces. Adjustments in the 
joint Dominion-provincial-municipal tax structure 
will undoubtedly be necessary and desirable from 
time to time. But the Dominion can no longer 
consider itself a free and independent agent to 
take unilateral action to this end when it  pleases. 
The essence of tile Plan is to leave provinces and 
municipalities with adequate, stable revenues, and 
this would clearly be defeated if the Dominion 
should extend its taxation into fields already 
occupied by the provinces or on objects jointly 
taxed without making satisfactory compensatory 
adjustments. Such action would violate the whole 
spirit of the arrangement. I t  would also necessitate 
a general increase in adjustment grants. I t  is the 
Commission's view that these transfers should be 
kept to a minimum, and the taxation and expendi- 
ture allocations recommended in Plan I so provide. 

The provinces will have no fixed charges in the 
technical sense, although, of course, many current 
expenditures are not in fact controllable. However, 
the worst of the uncontrollable social service costs 
will have disappeared as the Dominion will bear 
the cost of unemployment relief for employables, 
and the provinces and municipalities will not be 
confronted with this burden a t  a time when their 
revenues are declining. Any chronic inability to 
maintain average standards will be met by a 
National Adjustment Grant, and any sudden blow 
by an emergency grant. 

Every province will know that if there is wide- 
spread prosperity in which, however, i t  does not 
share, there will be a tendency for its adjustment 
grant to increase for two reasons: the prosperous 
provinces will tend to expand their social services 
and so raise the national average; the provincial 
and municipal taxation in the prosperous provinces 
will become a decreasing proportion of the income 
of their people and a lower Canadian standard 
will thus be set as regards weight of taxation. 

In  estimating the expenditures on social services 
and in considering the weight of taxation it  has 
been necessary to treat each province and its 

municipalities as a unit since the separation of 
functions between provincial and municipal govern- 
ments is not uniform in Canada. It is probable 
that in every province some sort of readjustment 
of the financial relations between province and 
municipalities would follow the implementation of 
the Plan. This would not only do something to 
mitigate the burden on real estate, but would, if 
wisely carried out, remove fiscal injustices as 
between different municipalities in the same prov- 
ince. The savings to municipalities from the 
Commission's recommendations amount, on the 
1937 basis, to slightly more than $20 million, or 
8 per cent of the total real property tax. Tlxis 
saving, of course, is not evenly distributed, but goes 
largely to a few specially distressed areas. This 
calculation makes no allowance for any redistribu- 
tion of education and welfare burdens, and possible 
assumption of larger shares of their joint cost by 
provincial governments which are put in a better 
financial position. 

The immediate effect of Plan I on Dominion 
finances would be adverse, since in some degree 
provincial finances would have been improved at  
the expense of those of the Dominion. In  the long 
run there should be certain compensations from 
two sources: lower net debt charges as refunding 
at  lower interest rates becomes practicable, and s 
drop in the out-of-pocket cost of unemployment. 
Moreover, the Dominion would be in a better 
position than the Dominion and the provinces are 
today to get maximum revenue from income taxes 
and succession duties with minimum cost and 
sacrifice to the taxpayers. 

In some cases the taxpayers in a province would 
pay more and in some cases less under the proposed 
Plan. Roughly speaking income taxpayers would 
pay more in those provinces which have no 
provincial income tax, and less in a province with 
an exceptionally high provincial income tax. The 
net immediate fiscal advantage of the Plan to the 
people of a province should be assessed by taking 
account of these losses and gains as well as of the 
gains (there are no losses) of the combined 
provincial and local governments in that province. 

An important advantage of Plan I which cannot, 
however, be shown statistically i8 that provincial 
and municipal governments will be put in a financial 
position which will make it  unnecessary for them to 
resort to sales taxes and other nuisance or extra- 
ordinary levies. The province (and even more sa, 
the municipality) is not a desirable unit for sales 
tax purposes from the point of view of efficient 
administration, and resort to this tax has the very 
dangerous and undesirable feature of erecting 
miniature tariff walls throughout Canada. 



SUMMARY OF PLAN I 

Before proceeding to examine*:jn detsil the effect t5, Ifg~,'~r.opji+l ~evmpe.&burces 
which the 'doption of Plan ! 'WBuld have on the . The Dq+ion would, pay emually a Nationd 
@ancde of 'each province and on those of the Adj etment Q@nt to oefiain provinces. The amount 
Dominion it will be oonveyient to recapitulate the f $g graut (whichwill be computed in the fol- 
main features of the plan. , &wing pages) w~uld  be such : as* to enable eaoh 

province, (including its municipalities), without 
1. Relief to the ProGncee 

7. Freedom of Province%, 111 , , 
, In additjon the. Domiqion would pay annually Nb control: ~P~tJrbvnirial kxpenditures is 100nt6m- 
to ewh province a: suta equal, to .the tax, which p l ~ d  Every' provihde would be quite' free90 
that province _would havemoeived had it oollected Improve it# &vices, by: Y~ecial l~ heavy taxatfoh, 
from mining and oil produbing oompaniee 10 per or to have 'sliedially light takation by redubhe/ its 
o a t  of the net income which was derived from &rv ic~ ,  of ta' develop some services in ed'esa''df 
mining,, melting, and refining; of or= and oilslpr& the ~ r l n d i a h  averag6lat the expehse'of others which 
duced in the province. l would remaih below it. 
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1 1. THE PROVINC~ OF PRINC~ EDWARD ISLAND 

7 I n  reviewing the economic and financial position taxable income is consequently low and variable. 
of Prince Edward Island in Book I 0  we noted the This difficulty is enhanced by the absence of urban 
d%culty of making comparisons which are not or corporate concentration of wealth, and there- 
misleading between its statistical position and fore of the small proportion which net or Ltsurplus" 
those of other provinces. Both on a per capita income bears to the gross income of the people. 

1 basis, and in relation to total income, the Prov- Prince Edward Island does not gain greatly by the 
ince appears to be in a very favourable posi- assumption of unemployment relief by the 
tion respecting debt and taxation. The debt is Dominion (which the Commission recommends), 
small in part because the chief transportation for, in spite of the cessation of emigration in the 
problem of the Island-communication with thirties, unemployment haa not been a serious 

I the mainland-haa been the concern of the problem in We Island. This was the result of two 
Dominion since the Province entered Confedera- circumstances: the strength of family responsibility 
tion, and in part because the lack of pubIic domain in the economic life of the Island and the possibility 
has limited the need for costly developmental of enforcing it, and the government's highway 
expenditures. Owing to its small and compaot modernization program which absorbed surplus 
area the Province has been able to get along labour. The cost of the public works program has, 
without the elaborate and expensive arrangements however, approximately doubled the outstanding 
for local government which have been necessary debt of the Province during the thirties and, if the 
in other provinces. There are none of the problems Dominion assumes the burden of unemployment 
and high costs which accompany urbanization. But relief, the Province will be relieved in future of the 

, these advantages have been accompanied by corre- cost of relief works which have been charged to 
spending disadvantages. The revenue from public capital account. Finally, it must be remembered 
domaih has been negligible. The governmental that the sources of revenue which (under the Plan) 
unit is so small that, in spite of low salary scales the province would Burrender to the Dominion are, 

T and economy in administration, and of the virtual for the reasons given above, not very productive in absence of municipal governments, the overhead prince Edward Island. - costs of the bare framework for legislation, admin- 
istration, justice and &cation have been relatively The financial credits and debits to the provincial 
high. The per capita income of the people is low, and local governments in Prince Edward Island 
and is in large part an income in kind, while the under Plan I ,  before provision for any National 
cash proportion fluctuates widely because it  depends Adjustment Grant, may be summarized as follows, 
on the markets for a few specialized products. The taking the year 1937 as an example:- 

EFFECT OF GENERAL PROVISIONS OF PLAN I ON PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND 

". 
(1937 Base) 

'<I PROVINC~L G O ~ N Y E N T  
Cr. Dr. 

........ ... Net debt service assumed by Dominion.. .$221,M)O Taxes transferred to the Dominion.. .$244,000 ........................... Relief to employables assumed by Dominion.. 21,000 Former subsidies 667,000 
Savings on tax collection costs. .............. 10,000 S Wl4000 

$252,000 
Sinking funds ..... .: ....................... 208,000 
Relief works charged to capital account. ...... 288,000 . 1 , - 

$748,000 t , ,  

Deterioration in financial position of provincial 
government before considering the need for a -&.. . .  . National Adjustment Grant. ............... 153,000 ' I * ,  - 

$901,000 - -. - - - = - .  
LOCAL GOVIEBN~NTB 

Cr. Dr. - ,' ,..- 
i . I  Relief to em loyables assumed by Dominion. .$ 30,000 ' ..... 

Municipal reEef works.. ..................... 34,000 
.............. $ 64,000 Gain to local governmen b... 

aChap. VII. 



Thiu summary bows that, in respect of 1937, 
the application of the general provisions of Plan I 

l to Prince Edward Island would impair the financial 
I ; position of the Province by $153,000 and improve 
S I that of the local governments by $64,000. I t  

remains to consider whether the figures for 1937 
are a safe guide for future years, and whether the 

I position of Prince Edward Island makes a National 
! Adjustment Grant necessary. 
I The taxes transferable to the Dominion under 

l 
Plan I were the largest on record in 1937 but some 
further expansion was expected. (On the other 

1 hand these.taxes would yield less if there is no 
longer any incentive to organize holding companies 
in the Province to avoid taxation elsewhere-as 

I '  provided in the Commission's corporation tax 
recommendations.) The net burden of debt service 
was expected to increase and would have offset 
the estimated increase in the transferred taxee. 

1 i The sources of revenue which would remain with 
the Province are peculiarly etable since they com- 
prise gasoline, automobile and land taxes, while 
the two items most subject to fluctuation, viz., 
public domain revenue and revenue from liquor 
control, are of negligible importance as compared 
with those of other provinces. 

The desirability of an adjustment grant rests on 
the need for balancing the provincial -budget on 
current account and for increasing expenditures 

I on education, welfare services and development so 
aa to provide services not markedly inferior to 
those in other provinces, without Prince Edward 
Island being compelled to resort to heavier taxa- 
tion than imposed elsewhere in Canada. 

4 The Commission estimates that an annual 
t 
1 increase in the expenditures on education and 

public welfare (principally on the latter) of 
$200,000 to $250,000 would suffice to achieve 
substantial real equality with other Canadian 
provinces. The dollar expenditure per capita for 

these purposes would still be much lower than it  i 
is elsewhere, i.e., much lower than the statistical 
average for Canada, but the Commission ha8 taken 
account of the various factors which tend t o  make 
these services relatively less costly in Prince Edward 
Island where lower salaries are possible because of 
the lower earnings in alternative occupations, and 
where the proportion of rural to urban population ] 
is relatively high. 

The Commission therefore recommends an annual 
National Adjustment Grant of $750,000 for Prince 
Edward Island. 

The relatively small scale of local government 
in Prince Edward Island and the relatively small 
amount of relief expenditures7 make the direct 
effects of the Commission's recommendations on 
municipalities in Prince Edward Island of less 
importance than in other provinces. I t  should 
also be added that accurate statistics, particularly 
on the division of employables and unemployables, 
are not obtainable, and the Commission's estimates ! 

are only approximate. Nevertheless, i t  would 
appear that direct relief to  employables during the , 
thirties has cost municipalities about 5 per cent of i 
their budget, and provision of relief works another 
5 per cent. In  addition to these savings (which 

. would approximately balance municipal budgets) 
there are possible indirect benefits, which will 
emerge from the fact that the Provincial Govern- 
ment will have been put in a position to bear a 

l 
larger share of education and welfare costs. 

If the Commission's recommendations are 
implemented the Provincial Government will have 
a t  its disposal a remarkably reliable revenue, and 
will find that its expenditures are, a t  least in the 
technical sense, almost entirely controllable. Before 
the new expenditures for which the adjustment 
grant would make provision are undertaken, the 
budget of the Province would appear in round 
figures as follows (based on the 1936-39 average) :- 

BUDGETARY POSITION OF PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND UNDER PLAN I 
(On the basis 1936-39 figures) - 

Cr. Dr. ....................... ............................. Provincial revenues .$ 680,000 Expenditures .$1,170,000 

$1,430,000 

Surplus available for expansion of public welfare education, and developmental expenditures, directly or 
through municipal subsidies, and for reduction of taxation. 

7In the four years 1934-37, on direct relief and relief works 
lexoludrng any direct Dominion expenditures): 

Dominion contributions were.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,000 
Provincial expenditures (on current nccount and capital 

account) were.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,326 

...................... and Municipal expenditures (on current and capital 
account) were.. 222 

2,648 



2. THI~ PROVINCBI OF NOVA SCOTIA 

Nova Scotia's finances in recent years have been because under the terms recommended in the 
dominated by the large public works program of Commission's Plan the strain of this adjustment 
the Provincial Government, and as noted, this would be borne by the Dominion, and not, as a t  
program has also had s profound influence on the present, largely by the Province. I t  is impossible, 
Province's economy.8 Important considerations of course, to  estimate this in monetary terms, but 
for our present purpose are consequently the extent it  is necessary to point out that the current public 
to which the current statistics of Nova Scotia public finance statistics contain elements of serious 
finance are influenced by the capital program, and instability, and understate the advantages of the 
what the position is likely to be, under the present Plan to Nova Scotia. 
eyatem, when this program is completed. It would At present Nova Scotia is making a determined 
seem clear that the somewhat better than average effort to overcome certain deep-seated and chronic 
relative position of the Nova Scotia economy in economic disabilities. I t  is the purpose of our Plan 
reaent years (and the consequent buoyancy of to make guch a policy possible, wherever it  would 
governmental revenues) has been due in large appear desirable, without requiring undue reduc- 
measure to the Government's large capital expen- tions in other services of government, undue 
ditures, and these expenditures have also done sacrifices by provincial taxpayers, or threate to the 
much to reduce the cost of relief. Even if the mlvency of the particular unit. 
new capital equipment fulfils all expectations and The financial credits and debits to the provincial 
not only strengthens the economy. generally but and local governments under the general provisions 
proves self-supporting, there will still be a drastic of our Plan, and before provision for m y  National 
adjustment necessary Chen the stimulus of new Adjustment Grant, may be summarized &S follows, 
0,ogttruction passes. Attention is drawn to this based on the year 1937:- 
-t$!Lb 

-;~,'.tijII c EFFECT OF GENERAL PROVISIONS OF PLAN I ON NOVA SCOTIA 
t~m: I , : . ,  V (1937 Base) 

.!i,):i 7 , ' r.,V-. -;T rr,.,.;l rn .  f ! \ , * '  .., . 
- PROVINCIAL C~OVIUFLNMENT - 

CV. Dr. - .  ........... ... Net debt service assumed by Dominion.. .$2,616,000 Taxes transferred to Dominion.. .$1,426,000 .......................... Relief to employables assumed by Dominion.. 236,000 Former subsidies 1,963,000 
Savings on tax collection costs,, . , .......... 66,000 

l; ..;; 3 4  53,379,000 
$2,917,000 

Improvement in financial position before .............................. Sinking fund 285,000 consideration of the need for a National 
..... ....................... Relief works charged to capital account.. 1,173,000 Adjustment Grant 996,000 

$4,376,000 $4,375,000 - 
LOCAL G O ~ N M ~ T S  

Cr. Dr. ................ Relief to employables a s s ~ e d  by Dominion. .$ 172,000 Surrender of income taxes.. .$ 47,000 ................ Municipal relief works.. .................... 69,000 Gain to local governments.. 194,000 

$ 241,000 $ 241,000 - 
The effect of the Plan would, therefore, be to should receive a National Adjustment Grant, if it 

improve the financial position of the Provincial is to have a balanced budget and provide services 
. Government by $996,000 (owing to freedom from a t  the Canadian average. 

the need for borrowing for relief works) and that Education and welfare expenditures in Nova 
of the local governments by $194,000. ~t is then Scotia have increased during the thirties in relation 
necessary to whether or not the province to those of other provinces but are still materially 

- below the national per capita average. Even when 
8 see  BOO^ I, chap. VLI and VIII. allowance has been made for somewhat lower costs, 



for less urbanization, and a more self-sufficient The net ,debt service, of which the Province 
family economy than are to be found in most of would be relieved, is a t  present increasing a t  the 
the other provinces, the Commission estimates that rate of $200,000 a y e a r 9  Relief expenditures, in 
$600,000 a year more would have to be spent by large part owing to the highway program, have 
provincial and local governments to put educa- been relatively low, but the contingent liability in 
tionalQ and social services on approximate real this connection is important. 
equality with those in other Parts of Canada. On Local governments have benefited substantially 
the other hand the expenditures on development from the Provincial Government's highway program 
and on highways have exceeded the commission's in recent years, and their share of direct relief (to 
estimate of minimum requirements by an average employables) and relief works has fallen from. a 
of about $100,000. annually in recent years.10 1931-35 average of $600,000 to about $200,000. 

The Commission, however, has given considera- Offsetting the improvement which would result 
tion to the special circumstances and problems of from Dominion assumption of this burden, and the 
the Nova Scotia economyl and to the frugality of indirect benefits which might result from increased 
its general administration, and in its adjustment provincial expenditures on education and publio 
grant recommendation of $800,000 has chosen the welfare, is the $46,000 to $50,000 in municipal 
higher rather than the lower of possible figures. income taxes which would be cancelled by muni- 

The Commission estimates that Nova Scotia's cipalities under the Plan. This would only affect 
remaining provincial and mIIniCipa1 taxation, in the city of Sydney significantly, and the Provincial 
relation to income, is below the national average G~~~~~~~~~ would be in a position to make any 

. by an amount in excess of that necessary to bring adjustment which would appear equitable under 
Nova Scotia's expenditures on education and public the circumstances. L 

to the per average At present, Nova Scotia enjoy, of Canada. (Nova Scotia has a t  present no 
personal income tax, and our proposals would, a a the 
therefore, require larger contributions from mission's recommendation would result in a direct 
Dominion income taxpayers there.) . saving to them of from 2 per cent to 7 per cent 

provision is thus made for the recommended of their expenditures, depending.on the extent of 
. expansion in education and welfare expenditures, unemployment. 

and for a small surplus. In  addition there would The Provincial Government's budget, before 
seem good reason to expect moderate expansion giving effect to any increases in education and 
in the next few years in provincial revenues, welfare expenditures, for which the adjustment 
particularly in automobile and gasoline taxation as grant makes provision, would (on the basis of 

a n r~fiult  of the improved highways. 1936-39 figures) be approximately as follows:- 

BUDGETARY POSITION OF NOVA SCOTIA UNDER PLAN I 
., ;. 

(On the basis 1936-39 figurea) 

Cr. Dr. 
Provincial revenues ........................ $6,900,000 Expenditures .............................. $6,9M),000 
National Adjustment Grant.. ................ 800,000 Surplus* ..................... .. ......... 800,000 

$7,700,000 . $7,700,000 

Surplus available for expansion of education, welfare, and developmental expenditures, directly or 
through municipal subsidies, and for reduction of taxation. 

OUEven with the Provincial aid however the salaries [of 
rural school teachers] are low-the e6uivalent Af $10 31 per week 
if npread over the whole pen-nd i t  cannot be expected thnt 
the Province will have a highly trained and nerioua group of 
rura?, school teachem so long as salaries remain a t  the preaent 
level. Brier' of N.S., p. 130. 

1oIt is  not th? Commission's intention to criticize these 
erpenditures but srmplp to  note them as essential constituent 
y t s  in a n '  calculation of adjustment grants, A province may 

Istribute i L  expenditurea in any way it hkes, and the best 

policy a t  any one time will depend on the individual circum- 
stances but ~t ia not entitled to  draw on the national purse to 
support certain undernourished E rvices if i t  ends with more 
than averana liberality on some other services. Yt mav be hinhb 
desirable tij emphaside theae alternative services. but-in f a i 6 e w  
to  the rest of-Canada i t  should be done either by somewhat 
mater than average severit of tax+ion or by  somewhat greater 

&an averane economy on orher servlcea. ......... 
11 Excludin linking unds for  which an increase of $174,000 

ia budgeted in $930 over 5037.' 
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> q  , a ;  , + B .  3. Tan P R ~ V I N ~  OF NEW BRUNBWICK % .. 
. P J  . I i i  

. ,  LC Nea munswick ahkres with Nova Scotia the approximately 10 cent of thk income of' the . 
- unhap- distinction of the longest unfavourable people in 1937 and 1938) has dominated both the 

economic history of any Canadian province. The recent financial and economic history of the Prov- 
inferior character of many of th$ Provinoe'a ince. It has stimulated general activity, absorbed 
resources, and transportation and marketing di- virtually all the unemployed, swollen government 

1 culties, have retarded economic progress and created revenues,-and added 30 per cent to the net debt 
chronically impoverished areas and distressed indus- service in two years. As in Nova Scotia, but on s 
tries. From time to time since the opening of the relatively larger scale, the termination of the 
dentury the Provincial Government has attempted, program is likely to be followed, unless some 
by developmental and publia works programs, to alternative stimulus appears, by a period of wide 
improve conditions and alleviate distress, and has spread unemployment, distress, failure of business 
done 80 on a much larger scale in the last five years. firms, reduced purchasing power, and pressure on 
Earlier efforts proved disappointing, and left the profits and this reason, the calculated 
Province burdened with unproductive debt. It is from the provisions of the Commission's 
tso early to appraise the results of the present recommendations, striking as they are in the case 
program, but the proportion of provincial revenues of New Brunswick, greatly underrate the potential absorbed by net debt service has become serious. benefits, I n  spite of marked improvement in these revenues 
in the last three years, the tax basis is still rela- Apart from consideration of any National Adjust- 

' tively narrow and vulnerable. ment Grant, the general principles of our Plan - 
An ambitious highway construction program would, if applied to New Brunswick in 1937, 

Lwhich produced the extraordinarily high figure of produce the {ollowina results:- 
Idr- -,Je. !.h I.,!,.& 

1 I , f .irlli 

.-. - 
- . ,  1 

EFFECT OF GENERAL PROVISIONS OF PLAN I ON NEW BRUNSWICK 

(1937 Base) 
I . . 

Cr. Dr. 
............ Net debt service assumed by Dominion.. ... .$2,784,000 Taxes transferred to Dominion. .S  904,000 

Relief to em~loyables assumed by Dominion.. 28,000 Former subsidies ................... .. .... 1,667,000 - - ............. Savings on tax collection costs.. 37,000 

$2,849,000 
l Improvement in financial position before 

............................. ) Sinking funds 323,OW considering the need for a National .............. hl i e f  works charged to capital account. ..... 614,000 Adjustment Grant .:. ..... .1,315,000 
- 7 .  

8 8 -  

' ,[lr; I !I ,. - $3,786,000 $3,786,000 
. q -a ,. . .> - 

- , -  . 8 -. 
t ,,-I.;. , < v ! j  , ,! *i,,.,+::, :,.! . r ' . . . . ' . . .~> i t .  ! .",I ,;' -.  , . c , " , ,  " ,  

.. ' ' . , LOOU G O V I D B N M ~ ~  - 
Cr. Dr. 

Relief to employables assumed by Dominion. .$ 74,000 Surrender of Saint John income sur-tax. 129,000 
&Iunicipal relief WO&. ..................... 16,000 : i f i . t  . . . . ~ . ~ . . . ~ .  .p. :: ,. ,.,. t\3; .-t,:.r . . .N. - 

S . i, : .;. ..:: .I; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .C . . . . . , . . .  
. . $ ,ooo c; +!l L,,#, .. ,' . .~,;?.:. : ,.<. , . . ! 1 ' . ! 6 : : ,  !,l> 

.+ .," " .  , ' , .., t 6  .. '.., ! < " ,  ; . 7 ~ ~ . i l + ~ ~ k & @ ~  
. . . . . . . . . . .  .: . . . . . . C . - - . . .  I "l $~?.ta local wemmenta ....... 1 .......... 40.000 : ,,,, ,;:;::,:,,:: . i,':, . . . . . . . . . . .  .....,a 

ck . . . . . .  7- - % -- - ~ 

. . 
; A ,  : . , n . . l . r *  ,,.L.; - . . . . . . . . .  . .  . .....I... . 

............... . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,.! ; . 129,000 .. : . -:, '! N .  I . v  ..:. 
:: . . . . . . . . .  .',,., ; ..: ) , tb  - - * ,.>: l . ' , f.. : 0 ' ; A  

, l ,  - $ .,* ,; , l . .  ; , .;.,; ,, ; ,>:: ; *.v.i,l!~'!:::"',, 



I the ~rovirice for the year would thus be-$1,316,000. to the statistical$anadian average, the Commimion 
On the other hand, the position of local govern- believes that its recommendations provide for 
mente (assuming that except in Saint John their approximate real equality, and notes that ite 
"income" taxes are not true income taxes and calculations (which are admittedly most tentative 
would not have to be diacontinued)la would be and approximate) show New Brunswick to be 

' I inqmjred by $40,000. There would, therefore, have undertaxed in relation to the Canadian average, 
to be some financial readjustment between the by more than enough to make up the statistical 
Province and some a t  leaat of its municipalities. gap should its citizens so wish. (As in Nova Scotia, 

I n  spite of the substantial net improvement there is a t  present no provincial personal income 
indicated in the financial position of the Provincial tax, and implementation of our recommendations I G o v e e n t ,  New Brunswick would still require an would lead to an increaaed although in no m 8 e  
adjustment grant. New Brunswick (Province and an unjust, burden on the wealthier citizen#.) 
municipalities) is a t  present spending little more The resulting surpluq which expected to 1 1 than half what the ~ ~ m m i s $ ~ ~ n  estimates would be provide for expanded educational, welfare, and to 
necessary to bring ita education and public welfare a small extent, developmental services, is large in 
services to  the real (although not dollar) national relation to total current expenditures, but not h 
Per capita average. The explanation of this is relation to New Brunswick's needs if the Govern- 
found in New Brunswick's lack of taxable capacity, ment of that Province is to be put in a position to 
and in the heaw drain of its unproductive debt supply the average canadian standard of 
burden. although New Brunswick services ahd education to its citizens. The Corn- 

I 
S would gain, in round figures, some $1,300,000 under mission does not believe that any attempt to the general provisions of the Plan, the Commis- 

siqn an annual National ~ d j ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  direct or control the expenditure of this surplus is 
G~~~~ of 11,600,000~ This is to make necessary, desirable, or compatible with provincial 
provision for increased expenditure on education autonomy. 
and public welfare (in approximately equal parts) . The Provincial Government's budget, before 
but some allowance haa also been mBde for a giving effect to any increases in current expendi- 
moderate expansion in public domain and develop- tures on education, welfare, or developmental 
mental expenditures. Although the adjustment services, would (on the basis of 1936-39 figuree) be 
proposed would not permit New Brunswick to approximately as follows:- 

.- , - ,,.* -. 
BUDGETARY PoSY~"~'ON OF NEW BRUNSWICK UNDER PLAN I 

, . (On the basis 1936-39 figures) 
. > 

l I Cr. Dr. 
Provincial revenues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$5,100,000 Expenditures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .W,350,000 
National Adjustment Grant. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,500,000 Surplus* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2,250,000 

$6,600,000 $6,600,000 - 
"Surplus available for expansion of education, welfare, and developmental expenditures, directly or 

through municipal subsidies, and for reduction of taxation. 

.- 
a unifim poll tax on males of full age, and the remainder is 
levied un~formally on assessable property (real and personal) and . . 
income. 

Great variations exist in methodn of qsseapent, and frc* 
y t l y  an qrbttrary income value 1s set which 1s far lqas than 
t e actual income. Exemptions allowbd aleo vary, and in some 

cases women workers are assessed and in others not. After 
considering the oharacteristip of this. tax and its adminletrat~o~, 
its place in the New Brunswick munlclpal revenue system, and the 
New Brunswick municipal revenue systen? in relation to those in 
other provincea the Commiseion believes ~t more accurata to treat 
it as roughly the equivalent of a roperty tax. It has also some 
nharantrriaties af a ooll tax. This &es not annly to the saint  John 
inCOiie%iiK -wh:l& imposes a graduated G%-(risin from 1 per 
cent to S perscent) on income aa de5ned for ~ominfou taxat~on 
and is unaueationabb a real income tax which would be suspended 
under P l iu  I. 



4.  THE^ PROMNCH~ OF QUEBEC 
Quebec consists of a number of regional economies educational and welfare services which in other 

of unique diversity.13 The great commercial provinces have been for the most part the respon- 
entrep6t and financial centre of Montreal, which sibility of the state. This fact makes comparisons 
lives by handling and processing the goods which with other provinces particularly diflicult, and 
flow through it, is a t  once both completely from some of the submissions made before the 
dependent on the national transcontinental Commission it  would appear that there are frequent 
economy, and one of its main pillars. Surrounding misapprehensions as to the efforts being directed 
Montreal is a tributary agricultural, industrial, and towards educational and welfare services in Quebec. 
resort area integrated; through ~ o h t r e a l ,  with the 
national economy, North of the St. Lawrence are 
a dozen huge modern mass production units, with 
small tributary areas, depending entirely on world 
metal and forest product markets. In  the Lower St. 
Lawrence basin and on the northern frontier are 
several sub-marginal areas existing on a pioneer 
basis of self-sufficiency. Every phase of the Cana- 
dian economy is represented, and virtually every 
period of Canada's economic history. But bridging 
the centuries and economic extremes is a remark- 
able homogeneity of traditions, ideals, and culture, 
which often obscures the vital differences in  
economic interests. All these factors are reflected, 
to some extent, in Quebec's financial history and 
present financial position. 

The economic changes of the twenties, which 
brought increasing specialization, industrial concen- 
tration, and urbanization, proceeded without gov- 
ernmental assistance or interference, and brought 
prosperity. The depression of the thirties, however, 
proved the structure a very vulnerable one and 
made necessary government intervention on a 
hitherto unknown scale. Defensive action in the 
form of relief and public welfare, and constructive 
action in the form of colonization, agricultural aid, 
highway construction, and development of resources, 
put a tremendous financial strain on Quebec gov- 
ernments and institutions just a t  a time when their 
revenues were dwindling and their whole economic 
basis was in jeopardy. 

The Proviqcial Government's financial position 
is only a part of the picture. To  an extent 
unparalleled in other provinces, religious bodies 
have supported welfare and educational services. 
Local governments have also carried an exception- 
ally large proportion of combined provincial- 
municipal responsibilities, and under depression 
conditions, have been strained nearly to the breaking 
point. 

The role of religious institutions in Quebeo 
requires special mention for financial reasons, 
because these bodies have habitually provided 

W - - - -  
Unfortunately, accurate statistics of the monetary 
equivalent of the contribution of the Church are 
not available; for example, most of the personnel 
are paid only nominal salaries. To  allow for this 
factor the Commission has assumed that the con- 
tributions of religious institutions and the fees paid 
by pupils and other beneficiaries have brought 
education and welfare expenditures in Quebec to 
the national average. In  view of other direct 
estimates of this contribution14 the assumption 
does not appear unreasonable, although the amount 
involved is very large. In  the absence of any 
precise statistics this is the only procedure open, 
since it would be absurd to suggest that the educa- 
tional and welfare services in Quebec are inferior 
to those in other provinces to the extent to which 
the expenditure of public funds in Quebec falls 
below the per capita expenditure in other provinces. 

Quebec is the only province in which the muni- 
cipal ' debt substantially exceeds the provincial 
debt. This is a reflection of the past delegation of 
materially greater responsibilities to local govern- 
ments than in other provinces. This delegation 
has also, of course, been an important factor in 
explaining the smallness of the per capita debt of 
the Quebec Provincial Government i n  relation to 
other provincial governments. As we have noted 
(p. : .), i t  was necessary to give weight to  this 
spec~al factor in our financial proposals, and 
consequently, in order to establish approximate 
uniformity of treatment between all provinces, the 
Commission has recommended that the Dominion 
assume the larger of either the net debt service 
of the Provincial Government or 40 per cent of the 
total net debt service of Provincial and municipal 
governments. The latter formula would apply only 
in the case of Quebec, but would in that caseabe 
very important, for in addition to relieving the 
Provincial Government of its total net debt 
service, Quebec municipalities would save approxi- 
mately $5 million a year in interest and $2 million. 
a year in sinking fund payments. 

Apart from consideration of any adjustment 
grants, the general princi~les of 'the Plan would. 

P- " Book I. Chap. VII. 
14 Bee Appendlx 6-Edras Minville Labour Legirlation and 

if applied to-~uebec-in 1937, produce the following 
results :- 8oaial PImksr in the Provinae of ~ u o b h .  

I >. .  '. 



EFFECT OF GENEFUL PROVISIONS OF PLAN I ON QUEBEu 

(1937 Base) 

PROVINCIAL G O Y E B N M ~ T  
Cr. Dr. 

Net debt service assumed by Dominion.. ... .S 6,868,000 Taxes transferred to Dominion.. ........... .$18,662,000 
Relief to employable8 assumed by Dominion. 11,454,000 Former subsidies ......................... 2,692,000 
Savinga on tax collection costa.. ..........,. 626,000 

$21,264,000 
$18,948,000 

Improvement in financial position before 
Sinking funds ............................. 3,166,000 considering the need for a National 
Relief works charged to capital account.. . . .  1,386,000 Adjustment Grant ...................... 2,235,000 

$23,489,000 $23,489,000 

Loch GOYEBNMEYNTB 
Cr. Dr. 

Relief to employables assumed by Dominion.) 7,829,000 Income taxes surrendered.. ........... . . . . .S 1,694,000 
Debt interest transferred.. ................. 4,975,000 Gain to local governments.. ............... 12,967,000 
Sinking fund payments transferred.. ........ 1,857,000 

$1,4,661,000 $14,661,000 

I t  remains to consider whether the figures for 
1937 are a sound basis on which to calculate the 
effect of the Plan on the Province and its muni- 
cipalities, and whether or not Quebec should 
receive a Nationd Adjustment Grant. I t  should 
be noted, to begin with, that as Plan I contem- 
plates a single personal income tax a t  uniform 
rates throughout Canada, taxpayers living in 
Quebec would pay a much heavier income tax 
than a t  present (although residents of the Mont- 
real metropolitan area would be relieved of the 
municipal income tax). The same thing is true 
of other provinces which have no provincial income 
tax but the amounts involved are small in com- 
parison with that in Quebec. 

In the case of Quebec the taxes which would be 
transferred under the Commission's recommenda- 
tion are succession duties and corporation taxes, 
since no personal income tax is now levied by the 
Province. Succession duties, which fluctuate greatly, 
yielded less than $3 million in 1933/34 and more 
than $11 million (an all-time peak) in 1937/38. 
The changes in rate account for but a fraction of 
this variation. The selection of the peak year for 
the purpose of calculation shows the loss of revenue 
to Quebec a t  its, maximum and the improvement 
in the financial position of Quebec as shown in 
the foregoing table is correspondingly reduced. 

' Corporation taxes are expected to yield $2 million ' 

more in 1939/40 than in 1937/38 as a result of an ; increase in rates. I t  should be noted, however, 
that the Commission's mining tax apportionment 
proposal would give Quebec a substantial, and in 
all probability a rapidly expanding, revenue from 
that source. I t  should further be noted, in weigh- 
ing the debits and credits of the proposed transfers, 
that Quebeo's net debt service will increase about 
$2.2 million from 1937 to 1939. The cost of ' 
unemployment relief may be ezpected to vary 
from year to year, but our economic analysis 
indicates that i t  will be more persistent in Quebec 
than in most other provinces. 

The purpose of a National Adjustment Grant in 
the case of Quebec would not be to improve 
educational and social services, since we have, for 
reasons given above, assumed that these are main- 
tained a t  the Canadian average. The purpose 
would be to balance the Quebec budget, which 
is a t  present running a serious deficit, without 
forcing the Province to increase the burden of its 
taxation. This, as a proportion of the income of 
the people, already exceeds the Canadian average. 
An effect of the adjustment grant recommended 
would be to make it possible to  maintain develop- 
mental expenditures a t  nearly their present level. 
The annual National Adjustment Grant which the 



Commission recommends is $8 million. This is Provincial revenues and expenditures have 
about the average of the provincial deficits for the expanded notably in recent years, and 1936-39 is 
last few yearq and under Plan I the expendi- consequently not a completely satisfactory base to 
tures of -which the Province (as ditinct from its illustrate the operation of the Plan. Based on 
municipalities) will be relieved are roughly the abtual returns for 1938/39, and the estimates 
equivalent to the yield, a t  present rates, of the for 1939/40, the budget under Plan I would appear 
taxes which it  will relinquish. in round figures aa follows:- 

BUDGETARY POSITION OF QUEBEC UNDER PLAN I 

I (On the basis 1938-39 figures) 

1 Cr. Dr. 
Provincial revenues ....................... $39,800,000 Expenditures ............................. $46,800,000 

..... National Adjustment Grant.. .............. 8,000,000 Surplus* ....................... ... 1,000,000 

$47,800,000 $47,800,000 

Surplus available for expansion of developmental expenditures and for reduction of taxation. 

There is also the saving in relief costs, interest 
and sinking funds to municipalities--on the 1937 
basis of about $13 million. The municipal benefits 
also provide, to some extent, direct relief to  the 
Provincial Government, since its financial position 
is affected by the difEculties of the chief muni- 
cipalities. How the saving on debt service should 
be apportioned among them is, of course, a matter 
to be determined by, the Provincial Government. 
But it may be assumed that a large proportion of 
the saving would accrue to  the benefit of Montreal, 
and it  is possible that advantage might be taken 
of this opportunity for a thorough reorganization 
of the finances of the metropolitan area.16 

Bee Bection B, Chap. VIII. 

Statistically the effect of the proposed relief would 
be to reduce municipal expenditure in Quebec by 
about 15 per cent. This would convert the 
present over-all deficits into' comfortable surpluses, 
greatly improve the credit situation, and permit a 
measure of tax reduction. This reduction is 
particularly desirable aq our calculations indicate 
that existing provincial and municipal taxation 
in Quebec is substantially above the Canadian 
average. Under the present system, on the other 
hand, taxation would have to be increased still 
more above the national average to wipe out the 
chronic deficit. Reduction will give provincial and 
municipal revenues an elasticity and potential 
reserve lacking a t  present. 



6. THI PROVIN~ OF ONTAIUO 

Two causes combine to make Ontario the provincial finances put on a rationd and busin- 
wealthiest province in Canada. Added to the rich like basis. They are vitally concerned in main- 
agricultural lands and favourable climate of Western taining the solvency of other provinces, for the 
Ontario, the timber and mineral resources of drastic and arbitrary readjustments which would 
Northern Ontario, the manufacturing advantages become necessary in the case of widespread 
in her power and transportation facilities and insolvency would cause far more harm to them, 
proximity to the industrial heart of the United because of effects on their investments and their 
Statea, ie the strategic and dominating position markets, than any preventive measures are likely 
Ontario occupies in the whole Canadian economy.le to cost them. The Commission's recommendations 

I But just aa Ontario's natural advantages, combined which are designed to ensure the alvency and 
with national policieq have made i t  the industrial stability of the finances of all provinces are, the re  
and financial centre of the Dominion, and the fore, of enormous importance to Ontario and to 
logical concentration point for the profits and its citizens and must be considered with an eye 
fortunes of the outlying regions, they have linked to the possible alternatives. One of the alterna- 
Ontario's fortunes closely to  those of every section tivea-the present system, modified by Dominion 
of the country, and have made it sensitive and assumption of relief for unemployed employables,- 
vulnerable to regional disasters and bankruptcies will be described in detail in a later chapter ae 
outside its borders. Ontario cannot fail to share Plan 11. I n  comparison, Plan I will appear as the I in prosperity ekewhere in the Dominion, nor can more attractive way for Ontario to meet the financial 
it remain unaffected by regional impoverishment risks inherent in its position as the keystone of the 
in any part of the Ihminion. But the gains and Canadian economy. The direct benefits to Ontario 
the losses to the people of the Province do not government, which the ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ i ~ ~ , ~  recommenda- 

C 
offset each other as they fall on different groups. tions would produce are importantl but might not Anything which stabilizes conditions in Canada themselves justify such sweephg as are and which makes i t  possible for other provincial The case for Plan I as it Ontario governments to maintain the level of their services 
even in times of depre&sion will be of great benefit must rest on the much more basic and important , 
to Che people of ontario and to the ~ a n c i a l  benefits which industries, taxpayers, and investors 

of the  in^^, ~h~ of that in Ontario will gain from nation-wide improve- 
Province, who pay nearly half the federal taxes, merit. 
and who pay twice as much toJhe Dominion as Under Plan I the financial credits and debits to 
to the Provincial Government, have a very direct the provincial and local governments may be 

- and immediate interest in seeing Dominion and summarized as follows, based on the year 1937:- 
4 4 .  ' EFFECT OF GENERAL PROVISIONS OF PLAN I ON ONTARIO 

-. (1937 Base) 
Wovmcmr. G O V E I U ~ M ~ T  

Cr. Dr. ... Net debt service assumed by Dominion.. .$18,639,000 ~ a x e a  transferred to Dominion.. ........... .$28,932,000 
Relief t o  employables assumed by Dominion. 8,347,000 Former subsidies ......................... 2,941,000 ............ Savings on tax collection coats.. 1,099,000 

. . 
Improvement in financial position before 

Subsidies to municipalities discontinued. .... 2,921,000 coneidwing need for a National Adjust- 
Sinking funds discontinued.. ............... 1,041,000 ment Grant ............................ 5,326,000 ... Relief works charged to capital account.. 6,252,000 

$37,199,000 $37,199,000 

Looac G o w e ~ ~ s  
Cr. Dr. { 

Relief to employables assumed by Dominion.) 6,209,000 Provincial eubsidy ....................... $ ~ , Q ~ , O O B  
Municipal relief works. .................... 100,000 Gain to local governmente. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,388.000 . . 

I $ 6,309,000 $ 6,309,000 
168ee Book I, Chap. VII. i 



In 1937 the Plan would, therefore, have improved 
the financial position of the Provincial Govern- 
ment by $6,326,000 and that of the municipalities 
by $2,388,000. These improvements, pf course, in 
large part result from burdens imposed on the 
Dominion and therefo~e ultimately on Dominion 
taxpayers. 

I t  is naturally very d a c u l t  to my whether or 
not the year 1937 can be considered as a good 
guide to conditions in later years. But a number 
of the relevant factors may be examined. The 
yield of succession duties (one of the taxes to be 
given up by the Province) was exceptionally high 
in 1937 when it was a t  an all-time peak of 
$20,214,000, exceeding the last ten year average by 
some $8 million and the estimates for 1939/40 by 
more than $3 million. Thus the sacrifices to be 
made .by the Ontario Government are to some 
extent exaggerated by use of the 1937 figures. 
Moreover, the benefits resulting from Dominion 
assumption of net interest charges are understated 
as the dntario budgetary estimates provide for an 
increase of $2 million in this item by 1939/40. The 
mining tax rebate to the Ontario Government is 
a rapidly growing sum (although, of course, it will 
a t  times fluctuate sharply, and will eventually 
decline), and it  is a substantially larger proportion 
of total mining taxation than the Provincial 
Government now receives. On the other hand, it 
is possible that the figures.for unemployment relief 
are higher for 1937 than they will be in future 
years, and if this optimistic conjecture were real- 
ized the benefit to Ontario governments from the 
application of Plan I might be reduced, might 
disappear entirely, or might even in prosperous 
years be converted into a loss. But just as benefits 
to Ontario would come in the main from the pockets 
of Dominion taxpayers, and as to nearly half their 
amount from the pockets of taxpayers resident in 
Ontario, so any loss which Ontario might appear to 
sustain in a prosperous year would take the form 
of a benefit to Dominion taxpayers, nearly half of 
which would accrue to taxpayers resident in Ontario. 
In  contrast with this optimistic forecast we can 
consider the year 1933, in which relief expenditures 

w e v  high and revenues lagged. I n  that year the 
application of Plan I would have improved pro- 
vincial finance8 in Ontario by $15 million ahd 
municipal finances by $4 million. I t  thus appem 
that the effect of Plan I, as regards Ontario alone, 
would be to ensure i t  against the worst calamities 
of bad years a t  the cost of some sacrifice in excep- 
tionally good years. This "compulsory insurance", 
if we may so designate it, is a low price to pay to 
safeguard the financial stability of all the Canadian 
provinces and the autonomy which is closely linked 
with that stability. 

Analysis of the budgetary position of the 
provincial and municipal governments which would 
result from the operation of Plan I makes it  clear 
that Ontario does not require a National Adjust- 
ment Grant. The per capita expenditures on 
education and social welfare in that Province are 
about 10 per cent above the Canadian statistical 
average., Even after allowance has been made for 
the higher costs in Ontario than in some other 
provinces there seems no doubt that the quality 
of the services is well above that of those provided 
by most other provinces. This high standard can 
be maintained under Plan I, as i t  ie now, by taxa- 
tion which is less burdensome than that which is 
imposed by other provinces. There is no eugges- 
tion that Ontario should not continue to provide 
these- services but there is also clearly no claim 
for national assistance to maintain these standards. 

Municipal governments would lose the provincial 
subsidy, originally paid in lieu of income tax, of 
some $3 million, but would be relieved of relief 
costs which in 1937 were somewhat more than $5 
million. The net gain is accordingly small-some- 
thing less than 2 per cent of municipal budgets. 
However, the financial position of Ontario muni- 
cipalities, as a whole, is now outstandingly the 
strongest in Canada, and the transfer of respon- 
sibility for unemployment would remove the one 
constant threat to the financial security of the 
industrial centres. 

The provincial budget, based on the 1936-39 
average, would be approximately as follows under 
Plan 1:- 

BUDGETARY POSITION OF ONTARIO UNDZR PLAN I 
(On the bask 1936-39 fiwresl . . 

- .  
'L ' Cr. Dr. ............................ ....................... Proviwisl revenues $57 f 00,000 Expenditures .$52,600,000 ................................ Surplus* 4,700,000 

$67,300,000 

*Surplus available for expansion of education, welfare, and developmental expenditurw, directly or 
through municipal subsidies, and for reduttion - of taxatio_n, . ,  
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6. THS PJUIWCID OF l4umtm~ 

It ia pernaps not generally realiied how far did exist in the area WM concentrated there, and 
Manitoba has moved from the pioneer prairie was garnered by the aovernment of Manitoba. (In 
eoonomy stage. The production of wheat, and the fact, the Manitoba 2 per cent special income h, 
handling of wheat produced in Manitoba and paid largely by Winnipeg, was the heaviest income 
Saskatohewm, together with ancillary industries. tax on low income groups in North America.)+ 
are still the major activity of the Province. But Bumper crops in Manitoba and somewhat 
the period of d y n a d c  expansion and conetruotion improved prices in 1937 and 1938 have substantially 
whiah waa long associated with the developing eaaed the strain, but the Saskatchewan dkbdcle 
wheat industry has definitely passed. The economy prevented any real recovery. Winnipeg's position 

) 1 haa suddenly become static and adjustment. have in relation to Saskatchewan, which had proven u, 
had to be made. Added to the shock of this major advantageous during the period of expansion and 
reorientation was the sequence of drought. and prodperity, contained serious elements of liibility 
disastrously low prices which reduced prairie during the depression. The unemployed naturally 
agricultural income from the 1928 peak of $436 gravitated to Winnipeg, and the burden of main- 
million to a 1930-37 average of $80 million. That taining the governmental and commercial overhead 
these blows were not completely overwhelming is fell largely on that City. The City's own finances 
evidence not only of the tremendous' Oapacity of were thus under a double strain, and only the very 
the primary industry to absorb punishment,'but strong position in which it  entered the depression 
also of the existence of new elements of strength and the healthy financial condition of its utilities 
and diversification and of a more mature arid enabledwit to carry on.17 
firmly established economy than had been gener- Apart from consideration of a National Adjust- 
ally realized. Winnipeg, which is the metropoIitan ment Grant, the gener&l principles of Plan I would, 
centre of Saskatchewan as well as  of Manitoba, if applied to Manitoba in 1937, produce the 
was hit terrifically hard, but what taxable income following results:- 

EFFECT OF GENERAL PROVISIONS OF PLAN I ON MANITOBA 
(1937 BM) 

PEOWNCXAII ~ovEENMENT' 

Cr. Dr. 
... ........... Net debt eemice assumed by Dominion.. .$3,701,000 Taxes transferred to Dominion.. .$4,731,000 .......................... Relief to employable8 assumed ,by Dominion.. 2,584,000 Former eubsidies 1,703,000 

Savings on tax collection costs.. ............. 202,000 ( *760,000 

$6,487,000 $7,184,000 
Improvement in financial position before 

Sinking funds ............................. 378,000 considering the need for 6 National 
...................... .... Relief works charged to oapital account.. 320,000 Adjustment Grant 1,oOo 

$7,185,000 $7,186,000 - - :I '+!.m-. 

Loo& GOVEBN~NTFJ --,,' --:-- 
Cr. , :F m ' Dr. 

Relief to employables assumed by Dominion. .$2,060,000 1- -. 
I - I  l. 
1 > , ? : l 2  

Municipal relief works.. .................... 407,000 

$2,467,000 Gain to local governments.. ............... $2,457,000 

Speoial grant following Bank of Canada investigation. 

87 For extended account of the City's difaculties see EX. 10, t Redured to one per cent in 1938. 
Brief of City of Winniper, Ev. pp. 006-48. 
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- 8  - - It remains to examine the geAeral level of 

b educational, welfare, and developmental servicee, 
:and to determine whether Manitoba requires an 
adjustment grant. Manitoba's expenditures on 
:these aewicee have been progressively reduced, in 
,relationr to the rest of the country, since the - ,twenties; combined provincial and municipal 
expenditures have fallen from 7 per cent more 
than the national average in the twenties to 9 
aer cent below it todav.18 To  ~rovide services 

I ;p to the national average would require approxi- 
l mately $1,100,000 more a year. (In Manitoba, as 

in the other Western Provinces, the lack of endowed 
universities throws a somewhat heavier burden on 
current public expenditures than is the case in 
Eastern Provinces.) Manitoba has also reduced 
highway expenditures by some $200,000 (annual 
average 1936-39) below the 1928-31 average. 

I (Owing to the transfer of natural resources to the 
Province in 1930 comp?risons of developmental 
expenditures cannot be made.) Consequently, for 
these purposes, and to meet the deficit which would 
still remain under the general provisions of Plan I ,  
the Commission recommends a n  annual National 
Adjustment Grant of $2,100,000. 

To summarize the effect of the Commission's 
proposals, the financial position of Manitoba's 
municipalities would be improved by some $2 to a 
million a year, converting current deficits of about 
$l$ million into surpluses of equal amount. The 

I - I 'l . * 
$ 

I < S 8  
Province of Manitoba would be left with current 
expenditures on the basia of present budgets of $Q 
million a year (of which nearly 60 per cent would . 
be on education and welfare, and 20 per cent on 
highways and development), revenues from local 
sources of $8 million, and an adjustment grant of 
$2,100,000. The largest items in the remaining 
provincial revenues would be gaeoline taxes, liquor 
control profits, and automobile licences; these, and 
the other remaining taxes, are relatively stable 
with the notable exception of liquor control profits, 
which fell $1 million from 1930 to 1933 and have 
since recovered three-quarters of the loss. Recur- 
rence of such a fluctuation would be serious 
(although total liquor control profits are less than 
the deficit under the present system, in the 1939 
budget estimates) but the recommended transfer of 
taxes to the Dominion, and their establishment a t  a 
uniform level, would materially reduce the income 
taxes paid by Manitoba citizens, and would presum- 
ably provide the Provincial Government with 
reserves of taxable capacity in case of emergency. - 
The redistribution of taxes recommended by the 
Commission would transform Manitoba from one 
of the most heavily taxed areas in the Dominion, 
as a t  present, to one with approximate average 
level of taxation in relation to normal income. 

Under the terms of Plan I, and before the new 
expenditures for which the adjustment grant would 
provide, the provincial budget would appear a* 
follows (based on the 1936-39 average) :- . 

I L 
5 .  

BUDGETARY POSITION OF MANITOBA UNDER PLAN I 

(On the bask 1936-39 figurea) 

Cr. Dr. ............................ ...................... Provincial revenue8 .S 8,200,000 Expenditures .$ 9,000,000 ................................ ............... National Adjustment Grant.. 2,100,000 Snrplur* 1,300,000 

$10,300,000 $10,300,000 - 
*Surplus available for expansion of education, welfare, and developmental expendituree, directly or 

through municipal subeidiea, and for reduction of taxation. 

1OFor condition of education, eocial menicom, eta,, in the 
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7. TEE P R o v ~ ~ c a  

The people of Saskatchewan have suffered a 
 eduction in income during the last decade which 
has probably been unparalleled in peace-time in 
m y  other civilized country. Net agricultural 
income averaging some $200 million a year in the 
late twenties fell to an actual negative amount 

S in 1931 and 1932, and was only about one-tenth 
af that average in 1937. Total provincial income 
(after including federal relief payments in the 
province) fell in the thirties by more than half, 
and in the worst years by two-thirds of the 1926-29 
annual dollar average.10 

The impact of this blow on government revenues l has, of course, been coupled with new demands 
for government assistance on an unprecedented 
scale. There not only existed the problem of 
maintaining, on occasion, more than half the 

, population, but also the problem of supplying the 
- major industry's raw material and operating costs 
L -  - in order to .keep it  in production. The oontingent 

liability of such a highly specialized economy, , dependent for prosperity on a combination of two 
major uncontrollable factors--crop yields (in a 
hazardous climate) and world marketing condi- 
tions (in a speculative trade)-was brought home 

- with shattering force. Unlike more diversified and 
self-sufficient economies.that could, in a pinch, live 
i n  some fashion on their own resources, the operat- 

, ing costs of the industry, the fixed charges of the 
industry, and the very subsistence of the popula- 
$ion had to be met in cash. 

There was no possibility of financing the new 
responsibilities from current local revenues. Fixed 
charges and cash operating costs had virtually 
wiped out the net income of the major industry, 
and no concentrations of past income and wealth 
remained in the Province in liquid or taxable form. 
Rural municipal tax collections, for example, fell 
from $18 million in 1929/30 to $4,300,000 in 

19 Bee Appendix 4-National Iaoms. 

1937/38.  here also hb poAbility of borrowink 
the necessary money from commercial murces, since 
the altered outlook for Saskatchewan's main 
product, the growing scepticism of Saskatchewan's 
ability to recover its productive power, and the 
growing burden of debt and agitation for drastic 
debt reduction measures, shook Sadcatchewan's 
credit. Yet Saskatchewan had been, in many ways, 
the mainspring of the transcontinental economy, 
and it was recognized as a national necessity, as 
well as a national duty, to maintain the industry, 
people, and organization of the area. Dominion 
relief on a very large scale and, for a while, 
Dominion assistance to provincial financing served 
as a stop gap. 

But the experience of Saskatchewan illustrates 
the weaknesses in the present division of financial 
and constitutional powers and responsibilities in 
Canada, and our inability to grapple effectively 
with any such emergency within the framework 
of the existing system. It should not be suggested 
thnt the Commission's recommendations are based 
on the abnormal conditions which have prevailed 
in Saskatchewan-in fact, as noted subsequently, 
.certain special assistance is necessary in the case 
of Saskatchewan in addition to the general pro- 
visions of Plan I. But the position of Saskatchewan 
does serve as an extreme and vivid example of 
the vulnerability and impotence of the present 
system in the face of unfavourable regional develop- 
ments; of the arbitrary inefficient, and wasteful 
extra-constitutional transfers and palliatives which 
must be resorted to in desperation; and of the crying 
need for adjustments in the present public financial 
system to bring it  more in line with the modern 
Canadian economy and world conditions. 

Apart from consideration of any adjustment 
grant, the general principles of Plan I would, if 
applied to Saskatchewan in 1937, produce the 
following results:- 



d ,  EFFECT OF GENE&& PROVISIONS OF PLAN I ON SASKATCHEWAN 1; 6-  : A,+ 

?WC' .f 
WOVINOUL cbvm?Merr l ,  , l  

, Cr. Dr. 
Net dem service assumed by Dominion.. ... .$ 8,083,000 Tdxes trane!erced to the Dominion. ....... .$ 1,663,000 
Relief to employables iresumed by Dominion. 9,776,000 Former submdiea .......................... 2,120,000 
Savings on tax collection conte.. ............ 72,000 (*3,600,000 

$15,931,000 S 7,173,000 
Improvement in financial position before 

considering need for a National Adjust- 
Sinking funda ............................. 28,000 ment Grant ............................ 8,786,000 

$15,959,000 $16,969,000 

i 
Locm G O V E U N ~ T ~  

P * , , P .  
Cr. Dr. ,.,t.,,r.+ 

Relief to employablcs assumed by Dominion.$ 500,000 Gain to  local governments.. .............. .$ 500,000 
, ,;: < . 

Special grant following Bank of Canada investigation. I , I ,., 

The 1937 figures (i.e. fiscal year 1937/38) can- 
not be taken as normal in Saskatchewan. On the 
one hand, a very large portion of the relief expendi- 
tures20 is only nominally provincial; as in previ~us 
depression years these expenditures were made on 
provincial account, but were financed by Dominion 
loans, many of which have already been written off. 
(The interest on the remainder is capitalized 
annually .) 

On the other hand, Saskatchewan revenues and 
expenditures in that year reflected the abnormal 
crop conditions. The Government was running a t  
a huge deficit in spite of the most severe retrench- 
ment of education, welfare, developmental and 
general government expenditures. Total provincial 
and municipal expenditures on education, for 
example, were cut 40 per cent from 1930 to 1937. 
The average salary for rural teachers (male, First 
Clam) fell from $1,160 in 1930 to $512 in 1936,21 
and in many cases the reduced salary was paid 
largely in the form of notes which could only be 
caehed at a heavy discount. The Commission has 
accordingly attempted to estimate the budgetary 

mume. 
nBx. 82, Brief of the B u h h l w w u  Taderr' Fedantion. 

position of Saskatchewan under "normal" condi- 
tions, and to make special allowance for abnormal 
crop failure conditions. 

The 7Commission's estimate of Saskatchewan's 
budgebary position, on the basis of reasonable 
economic expectations in the near future, shows 
that Saskatchewan needs a fixed annual adjust- 
ment grant (supplementary to the general transfers 
recommended under Plan I )  of $1,760,000 a year. 
Such s payment, however, combined with the 
improvement in the Government's fiscal position 
under the general terms of Plan I, would not 
provide for maintenance of services at the national 
average under existing circumstance& Education, 
welfare, and development expenditures in Saa- 
katohewan have been cut to a level which not 
only prevents the maintenance of reasonable 
standards in Saskatchewan but threatens standards 
throughdut Canada.22 For example, there ia lack 
of hospital-bed riccommodation for about one- 
third of the serious mental cases. Inferior standards 
of education and public health services have insidi- 
ous but extremely injurioue effeota on both the area 
immediately concerned and the rest of the country. 
Particularly, in time of depreesion, when personnel 
affected by disproportionate wage cuts asnnot 

=g.,? mount of reduction in mnioa me Ex. M, Brief d 
Buk., pp. 278#. 



readily shift, and when individuale ss well as the 
community continue running to some extent on 
accumulated reservea and along traditional lines, 
standards may be maintained. But over any long 
period of time the quality of the service adjusts 
itself to the new economic level. This procesa 
makea certain superficial financial savings to the 
governments and taxpayers concerned, but leads 
to economic loss and wastage, human suffering, 
and ultimately, serious impairment of provincial 
autonomy and national strength. 

To meet the special circumstances of Saskatche- 
wan the Commission accordingly recommends, in 
addition to the National Adjustment Grant, an 
emergency grant. For purposes of illustration only, 
the figure suggested for 1837 is $4 million; for 1938 
$4 million; and for 1939, on the basis of budget 
wtimates, $2 million. As haa been explained, the 
emergency grant would not be irreducible, but 
would be subject to annual review, and under 
normal conditions should disappear entirely. 

The improvement in the Government's fisoal 
position, which would reault from the general provi- 
dons of Plan I, together with the Adjustment 
Grant and the emergency grant (a total of $143 
million in 1937) would leave the Provincial Gov- 
ernment, on the basis of current expenditures which 
have been pared to the bone, with a surplus 
of $2,693,000 in 1937. Thia is approximately the 
amount which the Commimion estimates to be 
required to restore Saskatchewan's education, 
welfare, and development expenditures-not to 
their former level-to the national average. (The 
dollar average in the csse of Saskatchewan ia 
taken as approximately the real average.) The 
gain to Saskatchewan municipalitiee from Dominion 
aeeumption of relief for employablea is $M)0,000-- 
obviously an inadequate sum under the special 
oiroumstances of 1937. But by putting the 
Provincial Government in a position to make good 
the deficiencies in the chief municipal responsi- 
bilities--education and welfare expenditures-the 
Commission believea that provision has been made 

for alleviating the wont effects of such d b t r o u r  
yearn, and for putting municipal 5ances on a 
stable bmia over an average aycle. 

I t  Bhould be added that the level of provincial 
and municipal taxation in Saskatchewan, after 
giving effect to the Commission's proposals, would 
be above the national average in relation to income 
during such abnormal depression years as we have 
been considering, but that i t  should be a t  the 
national average when provincial income rises to 
figures which would permit discontinuance of the 
emergency grant. 

In a province where government revenuea 
fluctuate only less extremely than the provincial 
income, the future budgetary position of Sas- 
katohewan under the Commission's proposals 
cannot be set forth with the eame degree of 
approximation as in other provinces. The 
emergency grant is designed, of course, to meet 
the more violent of them fluctuations and introduce 
a greater degree of flexibility in the operation of the 
Plan. 

Because of thia special feature in the case of 
Saskatchewan, the effect of the implementation of 
the Commissiohls recommendations on the pro- 
vincial budget, before increasing expenditures to 

-bring services up to the national average, may 
be best illustrated by the individual yeam from 
1936 to 1939, rather than by an average. 

BUDOETARY POBITION OF SASKATCHEWAN UNDER 
PLAN I 

I I l I 

+ Burplua .available for exprosion of education, welhre, and 
developmmtal sxpendituren direotly or through muniaiprl aubddiu, 
and for rsduotion of turt[on. 



8. Tan Paovmcm OF Amga~~ 
Alberta oontains both the last important esoape from the impaaae which it haa produced 

undeveloped agricultural frontier of Canada, and requires more than a technical financial operatian; 
a varied assortment of resources, and these give the it requires recognition of certain basio economic 
Province a broader and more divereified economic disabilities and of rnaldietribution of important 
base and a more promising outlook than the other governmental powers and reeponsib'ities. The 
Prairie Provinces. Fluotuationa in agricultural losses to investors, the prevention of desirable 
income have been extreme, although consistently economic expansion through lack of credit, and the 
better crop yields have made them lees eo than damage done to the credit of other Canadian 
in Saskatchewan, and their effect on the total governments will only be compenmted for if the 
provincial income has been tempered to some leasons to be drawn from this experience are 
extent in recent years by oil, mining, construction, applied in practical form to prevent ita recurrence. 
and industrial development. Alberta is still in the Plan I proposes the assumption of Alberta's 
stage when, under normal conditions, one would debt, including dl unpaid interest, on the same 
expect large scale capital investment and rapid terms as for every other province. (It should be 
expaneion, These expectations have been defeated noted in passing that had Alberta paid full interest, 
in recent years by drought and low prices, and by Dominion advances to Alberta for relief would have 
political factors. been increased by about an equal amount, so that 

Because of the possibilities which exist to increase this propoeal does not any greater, burden on 
h! income and welfare generslly in Alberta if new the ~ ~ ~ i ~ i ~ ~  than would have been the had 

aapital investment is made, it is of common concern Alberta paid full interest 
to re-establish Alberta's credit and to provide con- I' &,ions which will inspire investors with *p@ fr& coniideration of a National *dh td  

Whether default waa necessary or not at the ment Grant, the general ~rinciples of Plan I 
l t h e  it occurred is of less importance a t  the would, if applied to Alberta in 1937, produce the 

moment than the fact that it  now exists. To following results:- 

EFFECT OF GENERAL PROVISIONS OE PLAN I ON ALBERTA 

(1937 BM) 

W~VMOIAL aovniNxslslr 

Cr. Dr. 
........ Net debt eervice mumed. by Dominion (at Taxes tramferred to the Dominion.. .......................... ...................... full interest rate). .$6,959,000 Former suhidies 1,776,000 

Relief to employablee assumed by Dominion.. 1,540,000 
Savinge on tax collection costs. ............. 165,001, SS15lS,000 - Improvement in financial position ... $8,664,000 aeauming full interest paid.. .U,609,000 

..................... ................................... Sinking funds Intarcdt not paid waa.. 8,400,400 ........................ .... Relief mrke oharged to capital acoount.. 460,000 Net Improvement 209,000 

89,124,000 59,124,000 - - 
LOOM4 aovmNmDNm 

Cr. Dr. 
Relief to employablea arraumed by Dominion. .) 995,000 ............ Municipal hare of relief works.. 97,000 

............... $1,002,000 Gain to local governmente.. U,092,004 - - 



4 
: . -  , - 

10?: . . 
It should be noted that in the yew 1937 reflectpd in provincial revenues by the operation 

mcc asion duties were $1 million higher than of the Commhion's, mining tax rebate proposal), 
hdf&IL. and 'nb p)@ision was made for dnkiQ it ia clear that Alberta would not require any 
iuh& (f6merljr '$700,000 to" $760,000). Adjust adjusttnent grant. Following the transfers recom- 
i8nt-for these items woulti, of course, increase thd mended by the Commiaion, it would be possible 
&'dn&d ndvsntage to the Provincial. G o v e h e n t  to restore Alberta's education and welfare services 

~ ~ h r u l t i n ~ ~ f r o m ~  Plan-I. "' ' to pre-depression levels, which were approximately 
e tgr~nafeh &dpmme6ded above leave the 10 per cent more than the national average, and 

@$ovlficial and local governments of Alberta in a a t  the game time substantially reduce taxation, 
comfortable fiqancial position. ThB Provincial which the Comm&ionls oalculations show to be 
~overnmeni'd' @ar sui-plus would 'be about $4 somewhat higher than the national average. 
m'ilion. I$unicipalities, which had a gmall su@lus Of grea'ter importance than the immediate 
iii 1037, would have a surplus OP $13 million, 'ok monetary gain would be the clearing up of the 
roughl;0 73 per cent of their expefiditures. , present credit situation which is both hampering 
' Provincial highway expenditures are now a t  the Alberta's economic progress and producing arbitrary 
iipproxhat8' '1928-31 average IevU. Provincial and inequitable losses to investors in Alberta 
riad hhnicipal expenditores on education and public securities. The benefits of such a development 
*elfare are ktiil, taken together, slightly in epcetd would not be limited to Alberta alone, but the 
6f the Canadian %%rage, but less so than in whole country would gain from the stimulus of 
Ijfe-tlept.etlsi6n y&rs. -When, in addition to these renewed expansion and prosperity in Alberta. 
doflsiderati6nq account is taken of the large surplus Implementation of the Commis~ion's recom- 
which the general' provisions of Plan I wduld now mendatiohs would prodace a provincial budget, 
prMde, and the-rapid expansion in oil production bided on 1936-39 figures, approgimately M 
?ok1;. t a G g  plgcg (which yill be Wediately follows:- , 

' F ,  , ! '  
BUDQETARY POSITION OF ALBERTA UNDER PLAN I 

(On. the bask 1936-38 figurea) 
. .  , 

G 1 

' Cr. Dr. 
Provincial revenues ...................... .$18,100,000 Expenditures ............................. $10,900,000 - Surplur* ................................ 2,200,000 

) ' 
$13,100,000 

, ., " " *surplus available f6r expaneion of education, welfare, and developmental expenditures, diroctly or 
'":'&mugh municipal subsidies, and for reduotion of taxation. 
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9. THEI P ~ ~ V X N C I  or BBWH COLUMBU 
Britiah Columbia presents the most striking freight rates, and an incresse in those rates to 

contrast in Canada of huge barren areaa and profitable levels will greatly circumscribe the 
extraordinarily rich resources. Although greatly hinterland which finds it profitable to trade - m 

affected by Canadian tariff, railway, and other through western rather than eastern or southern 
economic policies, i t  has not been absorbed as a ports. 
completely integral part of the Canadian economic There are important pubfic finance implications 
system. But unlike the Maritimes, which have in an economy with the special strengths and 
also been more affected by than made a part of weaknesses of British Columbia. That the m . 1 
the Canadian economjc system, British Columbia 
has been able, on the strength of its own resources, 
to establish a high income and standard of living 
for its people. This income is based on the 
exploitation of a few specialized products, dependent 
on external (and in a few cases, Prairie) markete, 
and hence is highly vulnerable and subject to wide 
fluctuations.2s The coincidence of a number of 
favourable factors in the twenties-the opening of 
the Panama Canal, low shipping rates, the develop- 
ment of electro-metallurgical technique-stimulated 
extremely rapid development and a very high rate 
of capital investment. I t  cannot be assumed that 
such a favourable series of circumstances will be 
repeated, and with no new worlds to conquer the 
exceptional stimulus from the great capital invest- 
ment program and rapid frontier expansion of the 
twenties will be missing. Sufficient virgin resources 
of higher than average quality still remain to give 
British Columbia a favourable competitive margin 
at  preseht, and ability to absorb market and price 
fluctuations without undue distress. But i t  is easy 
to foresee the disappearance of this differential 
advantage, and even of some of the resources, which 
will then expose British Columbia to much more 
severe shocka and adjustments.24 Even the 
metropolitan area of Vancouver, and the large 
wholesale, shipping, and servicing trade which has 
developed, are dependent to an unusual extent on 
external and uncontrollable factors. Vancouver's 
tributary area ie largely determined by ocean 

=For extended aocount of pmdncial economy IM Ex. 17% 
Brief of B.C., Pt. VI. 

-The Province contended in evidence before the Commislion 
that it. prennt prorpentj nu due IU part to the exploit~t~on of 
“wasting or nutable sueto", we Brief, pp. 1816. 

strengths are present, and the weaknesses still' 
largely potential, should not be allowed to obscure ' v  

these implications. Overhead government costs :- 
that are easily borne from the surplus of above- - - i 
average resources and a huge capital investment 
program, may prove crushing when only average 
resources remain and new investment tapers off. . 
Services and a standard of living established and 
financed by treating capital depletion as current 
income will be subject to extreme pressure when 
the first phase of exploitation passes. Major 
economic and social adjustments will be necessary" 
(and will require money and co-ordinated planning) 
unless large population groups are to be allowed to, 
sink to chronically depressed if not eubmstence 
levels. British Columbia should, for years to come, 
have a per capita iniome higher than average, but 
it will also be a more variable and vulnerable one. 
I t  is only reasonable to expect that new and h 

alteinative resources will be developed as some of , 

the present ones are exhausted, and there are, in - 
addition, important permanent assets. But in no 
other province are the problems of depreciation 
and depletion as important to the provincial , 
economy and public finance. 

The Commission's recommendations in Plan I " 

provide insurance against deterioration of govern- 
mental services below the national average when 
British Columbia, having lost its differential 
advantages in resources and transportation, may , 
encounter serious blows in world markets. Apart . 
from consideration of any adjustment grant, the 
general principles of Plan I would, if applied to 
British Columbia in 1937, produce the following 
results:- 
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EFFECT OF GENEW+ PROVISIONS OF PLAN I ON BRITISH COLUMBIA 

(1937 B-) . 
"I P .  > 1.' ' r l ' !  ' t  , 

I ( P n o v m o m G o w u t ~ r m '  
o t Cr. Dr. 

.......... ... Net debt service a~lumed by Dominion.. .S 8,640,000 Taxes tranefemed C Dominion.. .S 8,278,000 
Relief to employablQ seeumed by ~Dbminion. 3,408,000 Fomer subeidiee (including interim grant). . 1,626,000 ............ Bavinge on tax collection wets.. 41S1000 

t , $ 9,903,000 
$10,363,000 

Improvement in finanoial poeition before 
%inking funds ............................ 863,000 coneideration of need for a National 

...................... Eelief worke charged to capital account.. .... 1,336,000 Adjuetment Grant 2,648,000 

$12,561,000 $12,661,000 
7 

&W!f!. :*W 
a&q*!"f.3 

p @If Looht G O V E B N ~ . ~ ~  
-4 Cr. Dr. 

h h e f  bo employablen assumed by Dominion.$ 749,000 
Muhidipd share af relief works.. ........... 11,000 

d ?3&i4f&.' ............... $ 780,000 Gain to local governments.. .$ 760,000 
l !  r 

l 

- l 

The net effect of the foregoing transfers is involve the transfer of taxes which are now aon- 
- favourable.to Britiah Columbia ggvernmenta. (This siderably above the national average to the 
, is true in spite of the faat that 'selection of the Dominion Government, and consequently their 

relatively praperoue year l937 considerably under- adjustment to uniform national rates, and would 
states the monetary advantages of the Plan to the leave taxes (provinoid and municipal) which 
Provincial Government. I n  moat ~ t h e ~ y e a m  the approximated the national average in relation to 
Provincial Government wodd g a i n d n d  the income. On the basin of 1936, 1937 and 1938 
Dominion Government would 1- substantially resulk, and 1939 budget estimates, the Provincial 
mob). The transfers are even more favourable Government would be left with a surplus, as  
to Britieh Columbii taxpayem, since they would fo110ws:- 

BUDGETARY POSITION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA UNDER PLAN I 

' :;m (On the basin 1936-39 figures) 
-L& Cr. Dr. 

Provincial revenuea ....................... 520,000,000 Expenditures ............................ .$19,100,000 
.......................... - Snrplar* 900,000 

)ao,000,ooO 

Surplua available for expansion of education, welfare, and developmental expendituren, directly or 
through municipal eubsidiw, and for reduction of taxation. _ '  

-a- 
P 

f- 

P 

I 

--*, 
. n .- 
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- . British Columbii municipalities, although~bena ' bervices, and bring up 
5ting by some $750,000, would be left with a sqall 
*aih ddoit dn thd b u b  of 1937 figures Uone, bu! 
:with: a small surplus on the average of Went years. 
1 In reviewing British Colutnbia'e expehditura on 

! education and welfare, however, we no& that 'the$ 
are (1930-39 basis) $3,300,000, or 23 per oent nidre 
'than the Province'$ expenditures would be at <the would hdve to be on the transferred taxes. 
natibnal average,~~.The Comrhission believes that It must be noted, however, that some 10 per 
there are certain faatbra which tend to 'make the 'cent of Brjtieh 'Coltimbia'e refnaining revenue will 
unit dollar cost of education and welfare higher consist of 'tCe minin thx rebate bdsed on profita 
than the-national average'for theT&e quality of which %I~ctliib r idgy; e.g., in the ratio of. ):, 
sentice. But after having made full allowance for from 1033 to 1937. Th6 & merely indicative of 
these factors, the Commiesion cbncludee that British the vent felativee importdnce of that volstilb 
Columbia lis providing a higher real standard of industw ih B$tIsh Columbia, and present pro- 
service than the averde. On1 the other hand, vincihl revenbes ate even more vulnerable to 
British Columbia developmentP expenditures are decline in inddme from mining. But to an e*tedt 
some $640,000 annually belolf. thb .1928-31 pro- unparalleled in Any other prolriqce, except pbwibty 
vinoial average and this enforced retrenchment Ontbrio, provincial servicee ake now, and would, 
has undoubtedly impaited desirable coneetvation under the aomnllagion's recommendatio~s, still be 
measures.a6 It will be noted that the aurplue to eoiae degree dependent on a highly fluctuating 

I 
which the Commiaaion's recommendations would and' eventually disapp'earing source of revende; 
yield the Province would bsmore then enough to Ideally, revenud from wasting asset. lboul$ b& I 
make up this deficienoy. treatktl aa capital, or should a t  least be uaed'b 

British Columbia evidently does not require a tIevelop new resour'cee. In view of the uncert&ih: 
National Adjustment Grant a t  the present time. ties of British' Columbia's future, 'inherent iti ib 
Following implementation . of the Commiesion'e ecbn'oMy, the. chief merit of the +@iiion:s 
recommendations it would be possible to maintain redornaiendatidha is the assurance of, meye ts 
the present above average standirrd of social maintain a t  least average Canadian stanaai.de id - the event of either a sudden blow to the primary 

depletion of thb beat 
<i .  I 
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agricultural subsidies and protection, public works other countries would also suggest that succession 
programs, vocational training, and labour transfer duties could contribute a larger proportion of total 
facilities. In suah co-ordination, and by using returns then they do a t  present. 
business-like and effective methods, lie mme of the The substantial increase in the Dominion deficit 
major potential economies. A national attack on which the Commission's recommendations would 
the unemployment problem will involve larger produce is not alarming in view of the greatly 
direct government expenditurea under certain improved position in which the Dominion would 
conditions, but will also make it possible to be put to carry out a comprehensive fiscal and 
avoid muah of the weste which now reaulte from monetary policy in periods of both prosperity and 
avernmenta working a t  cross purposes, and from depression, and in view of the relief to busineta 
lack of clear delimitation of responsibility. Even and the economy in general which a coherent, 
more important, national responsibility and a con- rationally designed taxation system would afford. 
etructive prognun ahould remove the pressurea on Implementation of the Commission's recam- 
the national income inherent in the present  yete em mendations would throw all the extreme fluatua- 
and stimulate its increase, thus reducing the tions of Canadian public finance on the Dominion 
relative burden and proportionate cost of relief, 

=Not., however, m e i n  rutrietiolu on th Dcmi~fnn'# tax To these *Ou'd be the improved po~ieia wbioh am iplplioit in ~ * m  I, dfiapd on p. M. proqmb for the unemployed. m &r BOOL I, amp. VIII 



This ie essential if fiml,. monetary, and economic 
polioies are to be' co-ordinated with a view $0 
reducing Canadian ,overhead costs and to mini- 
plbing and helping control the s*ings of the 
businees cycle, While provincial and local goverp- 
ments would be left with relatively stable revenues 
and expenditures and, through the operation of 
National Adjuetment Grsnts, would be assured of 
independent financial sepurity and ability to pro- 
vide average ' service4 residual deficits and. mr- 
pluses would concern the Dominion. While other 
governments would be put in s position to budget 
closely from year to year, the Dominion would 
have to budget for the busineas cycle rather than 
for m y  epecific fiscal period. 'This would lead t6 
integration of fiscal policy with monetary and 
econopic policies in a manner which could be made 
highly, beneficial to the general welfare. 

4 mogt importapt element in this integration 
would be the conce~tration of deficit financing and 
special public works Ijrograms in periods of ,depres: 
aion, and of debt retirement in periods of prosperity, 
in the hands of one body, the Parliament of Canada. 
This w6ula permit carrying oht a coherent long- 
range policy, that would be related to national 
monetary, tariff, industrial, transportation, and 
developmental policies. For this reason the 
Commission does not recommend any specific 
sinking fund provisions on the debt to be assumed 
by the Dominion, nor on its present debt, *since 
the Commission believes that debt retirement (or 
debt increase) should be adapted to the business 

1 cycle and related national policies. 
In  order to present the complete picture of the 

results to be expected from the operation of Plan I ,  
we should show, in addition to the benefits received 
by provincial and local governments (which will be 
reflected either in reduced taxation or increased 
services for provincial residents) the increased 
burden on Dominion taxpayers. I t  is misleading 
to put the latter on a provincial basis, since i t  is 
not the provinces, or the provincial governments, 
as such, that would pay, but Canadian citizens 
throughout Canada, on a uniform basis and 
in accordance with their means. As noted in the 
chapter on taxation, the taxes recommended to be 
left exclusively to the Dominion apply in large 
part to income and wealth which is national in 
character, in substantial measure the product of 
national policies, and which cannot be identified 
with purely local effort or local needs. Neverthe- 
less, under the present system, the bulk of this 
income and wealth is concentrated in a few locali- 
ties. Consequently, a few provincial governments 
are in very favourable positions in respect to 
reserves of taxation, and others in very inferior 

positions. ' It is true that, tb the extent. to which 
the Coxtimiecrbn'e recomihendations wiB refhove 
these inequitfes 'they might be lobke'd 'bn' ae 
indirectly 'triltM2 'something fr6in the prbvineial 
governments"which are how' in the more favoured 
poeitiona. But, as we have pointed out elsewhere, 
cofitinuatiofi of the present'system wih cost the 
citieens of the wealthier proviqces mprg than the 
tax recommendations of the Commiesion, and* there 
can bei no grodnd for c~inplaint, or suggestion of. 
unfair discrimination and inequity, in a system , 
which taxes all citizens of Canada, regardless of 
the .&ovince in which they live, on a uniform basis, 
in or"der to  provide funds required for a national 
objective. Enabling provincial governments ade- 
quakely to perform their functions is a natiodal 
objective. In  fact, it 'is only by the use of national 
taxation that a province in need, perhaps in part 
as & result of the operation of national pblicies, 
cantbe helped. National economic policiesl, a'ildpted 
in the general interest, inevitably operate to 
impoveridi some areas and enrich otherq, The only 
equitible corollary of this is national; taxation 
.whioh treats residents of all provinces equally, and 
;thus provides for qgme redistribution ,of stirpls 
income among provincial governments tox'enable 
them tq perform their functions without imposing 
excessive taxation on their citlens. 

Hawever, the amount which the residents of 
each province would ,have to pay in increased 
Dominion taxation in order to finance the Plan 
cannot be estimated with any useful degree of 
accuracy. The figure of $40 million given as the 
net cost of the Plan to the Dominion Government 
was arrived at  by assuming that all unemployed 
employabIea were cared for by direct relief a t  
existing scales. If this estimate is taken as a 
starting point, i t  would then be necessary to select 
the Dominion taxes which would be increased, to 
forecast the form of the new rate structures, and 
to estimate the final incidence of the taxes. As the 
Commission has found it necessary to note in several 
instances, the province in which a tax is paid is not 
necessarily the province in which the income taded 
is earned. Consequently it must be emphasized 
that calculations by any formula of the amount of 
national taxes paid by residents of any one prov- 
ince cannot be accurate, and may be highly 
misleading. Efforts to make such calculations 
ignore the truly national character of many of the 
taxes considered; the uneven distribution, in part 
as a result of national policies, of taxable income; 
the possible stimulus to the national income of an 
improved taxation system;-in fact, the very 
factors on which the Commission's taxation 
recommendations are based. 



But the coat to the reeidente of each province 
under the present division sf powers and respon- 
eibilitiesz@.mpke up provincial deficita and produce 
the surpluae available for improved services as 
provided in Plan I can be shown, and this-is of 
interest ae a oonlmentary on the inequities and 
impracticabilities inherent in the present system. 

, , 

Prinoe Edwnd Inlqd.. ...,....... 11 -12 774 , 
N ~ ~ a b o t k . . :  ................ ...I 0 8  I '1.159 
New Brunnwlck. ......A......... 20.26 1;029 " 
p@.. ....... :. .............. 21-68 1,844 . ntar~o .......................... a.25 1 $W 
MS itoba... ..................... 2046 
Eh& 

1,408 
ntchewan.. .................. 68 .g2 

Alberta-tjt oumnt intereat & 4-46 
a30 

1,222 
-uming full intereet ppid 20.20 

British Colum%ia. ................ 7.22 1,817 

 or tlic pu ones of this calcula~ion drpvincia~ rjnking fund# 
have been bxoludz (1 e taxation would bhve to be inciaasod more 
th U &own here to m& provision tor eyen current sin n fund,) .d8 10 per feat of the oort of reli?f worltr aharged to oa&f accouni 
in lnqluded, 

The Commission doea 'not wish to give th8 
@pression that it viewe lightly the heavy addi- 
tional burdens on the Dominion Government and 
the substantial increase in the Domihion deficit 
which its recommendations would involve in even 
the most favourable circumstances. The Dominion 
must also be prepared to meet emergency demands 
of unpredictable magnitude. But whether to 
provide more efficient and economical government 
fsr Canadians under normal conditione, or to 
prepare for the special streases and strains of 
emergency conditions, the Commieeion is convinced 
that the Dominion's first interest lies in seeing 
Dominion-provincial relations eetabliahed on a 
sound and equitable basis. The immediate cost to 
the Dominion Government of this will be repaid 
many times in the economies and greater efficiency 
of government, the security to investors and' to 
*eoipients of provincial services, the provision of 
means to supply basic national standards of educa- 
tion and welfare services and to maintain desirable 
developmental programs, and the stimulus to the 
national income made possible by its recommenda- 
tions. 


